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“Loyalty Day”

Capt. Balano Encounters One Luxury Cruises and Other
At Montreal Dock —All
Prizes Offered Through Gov. Lewis O. Barrows has pro
Chisholm’s Spa
Ends Well
claimed Saturday and Sunday, Oct.

THREE CENTS A COPY

WELL THEN-LET’S OPEN HER UP”

Volume 92.................. Number 117.

THE SKIES ARE BLUE

New Community Building Group Want Big Plant We’re Going To Union Fair, and So Are You
Used—Will Welcome Suggestions
Everybody’s Talking About Big Race Events

2 and 3, as Loyalty Day, and urged
The following article from the
In an advertisebent on page 3 that all citizens, regardless of creed
Montreal Gazette of Sept. 28 will be of this issue Chisholm’s Spa makes a attend church on those days and par
g read with interest by Capt. F. B. most intriguing prize contest an ticipate in special services planned. The annual meeting of Commun control of tlie policies and operation
The opening events of the North Knox Fair at Union were washed
nouncement with a nine day trip for In hls proclamation the Governor
•••
Pew people disparage a disBalano’s host of friends throughout
ity Building Inc., was held Tuesday of the big plant and Tuesday re-af out by Tuesday’s storm, but comfortably protected by rain insurance the
two
people
to
Nassau
and
Havana
said; "Whereas the importance of the
tlngulshed ancestry except those
Knox County:
plus $100 for spending money as the bulwark of religion and erection of i afternoon in the tower room with a firmed its obligation made ln the ! managers calmly set the fair ahead one day, and were rewarded yesterday
—■ who have none of their own—J.
•'Montreal had its first C.I.O. 'sit- | chief attraction.
majority of the Board of Control by-laws—“an organization to promote
•» Hawes.
moral standards are realized, there I present. Mayor Leforest A. Thurs- and encourage the proper and wholeP^nty of sun, and an attendance which rated better than 10,000,
down’ strike for a couple of hours J In addition to the major prize three
fore, I. Lewis O. Barrows, Governor
some
development
of
the
physical.
|
liberally
supplemented by last night's attendance at the fireworks. There
, ton was re-elected president. Thomas
yesterday afternoon. It was, how cther cruises for one person and
of the State of Maine, hereby pro
mental
and
moral
advancement
of
will
be
fireworks
again tonight, and the racing events this afternoon will
H.
Chisholm,
vice
president;
Leroy
A.
ever. strictly an American affair and other gifts totaling 282 prizes alto
claim Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
Chatto,
secretary
and
clerk
and
the
boys
and
girls,
young
men
and
.
(
)e
those
originally
planned for Wednesday with the largest and finest
‘entirely amicable.’
gether weekly are offered by Du 2 and 3. as Loyalty Day.”
young women, and generally, of all lot of starters that ever slept in the fair ground stables. All in all it is a
Joseph W. Robinson, treasurer.
•'At about 2 p. m. the entire crew rand’s, manufacturers of candies,
The executive board selected from the peopie of Rockland and Knox
of the S. S. Ormidale, in port here, through Chisholm’s Spa, local Du
big show, nnd big crowds are prophecied for today and Friday.
the incorporators included W. J. Sul- County.’”
•sat down’ for special indemnity of rand dealer.
$10 each for ‘shore subsistence.' They
Details on this remarkable offer
got it as soon as telegraphic com as well as entry blanks may be ob
Two of Maine's fastest pacers Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau's County
Universalist
munication could be established both tained upon application at Chis Camden Is Agog Over Next
dueled for honors in the 2 14 class at Agent.—Mrs. Frank Calderwood and
j ways with New York City.
holm’s Spa, 484 Main St-, Rockland.
Week’s Sessions National
Vestry
the opening day at Union Fair yester
I "The men—approximately 25 of
day. with Forbes Direct taking two '°led * cakes and can"*d *°ods °f
Garden
Clubs
SATURDAY, OCT. 2
j them—are all members of the Naout of three heats and Federal com- | t<?mPt,n« aPPearance.-Flne speci
1 tional Maritime Union, affiliated to Bridge. She is scheduled to leave
9.00 O’CLOCK
Camden, one of the beauty spots j
ing through in the third heat for time , mens of field corn were offered by
John L. Lewis’s Committee for Indus- for New York today or tomorrow.
Waltei Burgess of South Union.—
of Maine is an appropriate meeting
honors.
i trial Organization. The N.M.U. is a "A second cr?w, obtained from the place for the fall conference of the I
1 The Grassy Pond Nurseries, Mrs.
Racing
over
a
heavy
track,
Federal
I breakaway section of the Interna C.I.O. union's hiring hall, was meanI lot tie E. Start proprietor, has Its
National Council of Garden Clubs on
I nosed out Forbes Direct for a time of
tional Seamen's Union, which is an to eating on board only, because Thursday Friday and Saturday, Oct.
usual fine exhibit, not forgetting
2.07%,
rated
by
officials
as
unusually
adherent of the American Federation lights and steam were cut off on the 7, 8. and 9.
j some especially handsome varieties of
fast for unfavorable track conditions.
of Labor.
glads
Mrs. Eugene Calderwood's
while sent up to Montreal about two
This Conference will be combined,
Aura was winner of two heats in the
’
’
This
is
the
second
time
within
a
TENANTS HARBOR. ME.
t xhlblt added much to the floral
weeks ago. For a time, the men lived with the annual meeting of the
2.16 trot with Belewyn taking a third, ! display.—A fine specimen of moose
! month that the American motorship on the ship, but five days ago took North Atlantic Region of Garden
OPEN UNTIL NOV. 1
Edward P. Jr., took two first heats in
j
has
been
featured
in
the
news.
The ver-i-best time to get that
head adds to the variety of exhibits.
to eating on board only, because lights Clubs, bringing to Maine about 200
a 2.22 trot and pace with Jean the
PIPING HOT LOBSTER STEW
"About four weeks ago. the ship and steam were cut off on the vessel garden and nature club members i
.
...
.
. The forest monarch was brought
Great coming through for a ong s ot down witb a sbot gun by Roscoe
TOASTED LOBSTER
was arrested here as security for a vessel at night.
from the New England States and
SANDWICHES
payoff of $10.10 straight and 8H.«0
who was aftpr rabbjts when he
$4000
claim
for
wages
instituted
by
“Y’esterday afternoon, they de- National Council members from the
HOT HAMBURGERS
|
place
in
the
third
race.
I
bad
unexpected blt of luck
j the original crew of I.S.U. men. They I manded the usual $2 a day for sleep- 38 State federations in the Union.
CHOICE PASTRY
Eddie Morgan, driver of Harry Dil
Ruth E. Barter. Prop.
were paid off. and the Ormidale has i ing expenses and when it was not
4-H
Clubs
demonstrated their prowDelegates from 25 of the 38 feder
lon ln the second race, suffered a se- I ress as farmers and housekeepers
Opposite Ball Park
been undergoing repairs since in the I forthcoming at once, sat down on ated States have already registered. I
115-117
vere head injury when he was thrown wUh a„ exceptionally elaborat€ and
! Lachine Canal just above Black'E i board and refused to carry on with They will be welcomed by the hos
from his sulky on the final turn. He ottractlve dlsplay
{their work until paid. The master pitality committee, consisting of Mrs. „ayor
Leforest A. Thurston, who John M. Richardson, who was Tues was taken to a Rockland hospital.
' of the vessel, Capt. P. B. Balano of Ernest A. Robbins. Jr., and Mrs. W.
was re-elected president of Com
day made chairman of the execu Fred Rouillard. driver of Dr. Hanover,
Port Clyde. Me., immediately got in Griffin Gribbel, of Camden: Mrs..
E. Stewart Orbeton's collection of
munity
Building
Die.
tive Board
was set back to fifth position in the
] touch with the local shipping agents, Walter B. Brockway of Portland; |
race by the judges for “interference.” gourds was quite picturesque and at
who wired New York and obtained Mrs. William R. Pattangall of Au
The splendid plant ls already part Pari mutuel bettors wagered a total of tracted much attention.—Mrs. Jessie
instructions to pay at once. When gusta; Mrs. Thomas E. Greenway of ; llvan, C. C. Wotton. A. C. McLoon,
L
A.
F.
McAlary.
T
H.
Chisholm,
ly
equipped, thc stage, auditorium $8873 in ithe first eight dashes, with Calderwood of Union, had every
this was done, the work proceeded. Skowhegan and Mrs. C. Omar Por
James Connellan, Mayor Thurston and tower room being in final shape betting called off ln the ninth.
reason to be proud of her Pleasant
ter of Portland.
The summary:
View Farm exhibit.—A. S. Leonard,
Mrs. Pearl G. Willey, president of and John M. Richardson, organizing except for a sound system. Kitchen
SUPPER TONIGHT!
facilities and bowling alleys are imFirst Rare, 2.22 Trot and Pace
the Camden club and other officers, with Mr. Richardson as chairman.
master of the Rockland City Farm
The
annual
reports
showed
all
bills
mediate objectives to further a more Edward P Jr. (Nelson) 9 30 3 40 2.50
South Thomaston
Mrs. Allston K Thorndike, first vice
stood quietly ln the crowd and 11spresident; Mrs. Charles A Perry Pa‘d and a small sum in the treas- complete use of the plant at once. Royal Brewer (Jordan)
Grange Hall
2 70 2.30 tened to some nice words of praise
The task of doing the actual equip Hartford Bertha (Cleary)
5.00 to 7.00
second vice president and Miss Besaffairs °f Community
2.70 concerning his farm exhibit, which
ping
is vested in the hands of a
Free Entertainment in Evening
Building
were
discussed
from
all
Also started—Ideal Boy. Jean the has no superior at the fair. The dlssle Bowers, secretary and treasurer
116-117
117-lt
are arranging for entertainment of angles and a most cheerful feeling group co-operating with the operat Great and Miss Mary Jane. Time, j play ran the gamut from Alpha to
was manifest. An aggressive attempt ing corporation. These two organi 2.15 Vi.
the visitors.
Omega and it was well arranged.
Mrs. E. J. Cornells and Miss Emma will be made to bring the facilities zations are interlocking and will
Some nice looking watermelons were
Second Race, 2.16 Trot
Alden both of Camden are on the of the building into full service for work in close harmony. The fur Bobelwyn (Clukey I
4 00 350 2.70 on his shelves. —Wilbert Mank, pro
entertainment committee and D.. all the people of Rockland and Knox nishing committee, under name of June Volo (Gleason)
8.90 4 40 prietor of the Clifford Farm, WalPreston Wysong. Jr., and Francis County. A special effort will be made the Rockland Community and School Aura (Carpenter)
3 40 doboro, saw the watermelon and went
Gilbert also of Camden are in charge to encourage use of auditorium and Improvement Association raised some
Also
started
—
Junior
Senator.
Dr. lt one better by displaying some
of transportation for guests who rooms for group meetings and con $4000 last winter which went into the Hanover and Harry Dillon Time, grapes of his own raising—"Nlgger—OF—
building for chairs, stage etc. This
ventions.
toe" potatoes were included in the
travel by train.
is the group that put on Community 2.13%.
A
careful
study
of
the
fixed
charges
excellent exhibit made by Elmore
The Committee of Eleven, the im
Third
Race
—
2.14
Pace
Spear of Warren—Mr. and Mrs. Al
mediate offlcers of the National and operating costs of the plant led Pair last winter and is already well
Forbes Direct (Jordan) 2.60 2.20 Out bert Goss were in charge of the
Council will meet with Mrs. O. W to a thorough discussion and it was set for the 1938 Fair.
The new executive board of Corn- Federal (Clukey)
2.20 Out Seven Tree Grange exhibit, which
Dynes of Hinsdale. Ill., the president unanimously voted that it be the
Out occupied its customary corner near
of the National Council Wednesday fixed policy of the Board of Control munity Building will welcome all Palometa (Laroohelle)
Also started—Patsy Hanover. Time, the door, and attracts admiring at
night. The annual meeting of the that there be no free use of the suggestions from interested citizens
in its effort to bring into full useful 2.10%.
tention.—Mrs, Lena Moody and Mrs.
North Atlantic Region Thursday building.
ness
the splendid potential possibili
Tlie
Community
Building
Inc.,
is
Amanda Merrifield were business
morning will open the three day
Fourth Race—2.22 Trot and Pace
conference with Mrs. Joseph 8. Leach the corporation that has completej ties for service of this great plant.
Edward P. Jr. (Nelson) 2.30 2.60 2.20 like proprietors of a table decorated
of East Boothbay, Maine and Wal
Royal Brewer (Jordan)
2.60 2.20 with nice aprons.
TODAY’S PROGRAM (THURSDAY)
Parked just beyond the main ex
pole. Mass, regional vice president
Hartford Bertha (Cleary)
2.30
hibition
hall is a trailer which houses
, presiding.
Also started—Miss Mary Jane and
the Central Maine Power Company’s
Mrs Fred S. Woods of Portland,
Jan the Great. Time, 2.16%.
exhibit of general kitchen equip
general chairman of the autumn
Fifth Race—2.16 Trot
ment which specializes in dairy equip
Conference, and Immediate past
Aura (Carpenter)
9.70 4.00 2.40 ment and the necessary appliances.
president of the Maine Federation of
Post Time—12 O’clock—Noon
Bobelwyn
(Clukey)
3.50 2.20 Some amazing gadgets have been
Garden Clubs will extend greetings
Dr. Hanover (Rouillard)
2.40 invented since Union Fair used to
from Maine. The Maine Federation
TONIGHT’S SHOW (THURSDAY)
Also
started
—
Junior
Senator
and be held by lamplight, and lt ls small
with Mrs. Harrie B. Coe of Portland.
Harry Dillon. Time. 2.13%,
wonder that the women folks are
! executive board members and presi
fascinated. And if you could wash a
dents of Maine clubs will act as The Rockland Garden Club met Park where attractive box lunches
Sixth Race—J.14 Pace
hostesses to both the Regional and Tuesday with Mrs. W. O. Fuller; 25 will be provided; these to be put up Forbes Direct (Jordan) 2.50 2.20 Out miscellaneous batch of dishes In four
by Mrs. Beulah Allen of the Rockland
National Council Board members.
members and guests were present.
Federal (Clukey)
2.20 Out minutes without getting your hands
The vistors will have luncheon at Attention was called to the executive Garden Club.
Palometa (Larochelle)
Out chapped you would be fascinated.
A delightful little sketch was read
the Megunticook Golf Club Thursday
Also started—Patsy Hanover. Time, The automatic hot water heater and
FRIDAY’S EVENTS (OCTOBER 1)
the alarm system which scares away
j noon snd will be guests at a tea at board meeting of the National Coun by Mrs. E. F. Glover, entitled "Pods 2.08%.
poultry thieves come ln for their full
5 o’clock that afternoon at the sum cil or State Garden Clubs, in Cam and Berries for Decoration” in which
Seventh Race—2.22 Trot and Pace
share of attention. Beverly Rand of
mer home of Mrs. Donald Dodge of den, Oct. 7, 8 and 9, to which all club she mentioned Bayberry, Bittersweet, Jean the Great
Augusta is in charge of the Central
Philadelphia at Beachamp Point. members in New England, especially Chinese Lanterns, the red berries of
(Crossman)
10.10 11 80 4.20
Maine exhibit, and Wilbur F. Strong
The Conference banquet will be held Maine members, are eligible to at the White Alder, and “Honesty" or Miss Mary Jane (Coch
tend all meetings. The president "Moon Pennies," and the attractive
of the local staff is a successful
at
7
o'clock
Thursday
evening
at
Post Time—12 O’clock—Noon
rane)
no bet 5.60
demonstrator.
Whitehall Inn, conference head- Mrs. Orbeton. urged local members Milkweed pods, any of which if
Royal Brewer (Jordan)
3.20
The building which once served
, quarters. This will be followed by a to be present Thursday, which is placed in the right kind of container
Also started—Hartford Bertha and
as a dance hall and later as a res
FRIDAY NIGHT’S SHOW
music hour at the home of Blatzo designated as Maine Day, and stated afford warm, bright touches for cold
Edward P. Jr. Time, 2.15%.
that reservations with Whitehall Inn winter days.
taurant. is now an exhibition hall
Balokovic.
Eighth Race—2.16 Trot
The
president
introduced
Thomas
must
be
made
before
Friday
night
of
annex. and the visitors' attention is
Friday's entertainment will begin
13.10 4 60 2.30 straightway drawn to a display of
I at noon with a Maine clambake pre- this week. A special rate of $3.50 has McDonald, a retired engineer a resi Aura (Carpenter)
[ pared under the direction of Dr. been arranged for those who go for dent of South Africa for 30 years, Harry Dillon (Jordan)
4.70 2.50 160 breeds of cactus, coming from all
2.20 corners of the wide world, according
Fred S. Woods of Portland. The the day. This wlll include luncheon, now living in Maine. He spoke on Bobelwyn (Clukey)
Also started—Junior Senator and to John G. Dserve of the Bay
. hostess club has planned a turnpike tea and the banquet, with regional the Flowers and Foliage of South
| drive to the Camden hills and lakes meeting in the morning, and the Africa, a country over which he trav Dr. Hanover. Time, 2.13%.
Shore Oardens of
Damariscotta
The Pen That Makes Writing a Pleasure
Mills The rarest specimen is called
for that afternoon. In the evening open session of the National meeting eled extensively. Africa, he said. Ls
Ninth Race—1.14 Pace
j there will be a banquet at the. Inn in the afternoon, soon after lunch. not a land primarily of jungles and
"euphorbia obesa" and came from
Betting called off
Since the Maine Federation of fever-striken natives, but has a coast
South Africa. One specimen of cac
snd Maine pictures will be shown.
‘ l tus is said to grow 50 feet in a single
A motor trip to Bar Harbo: Garden Clubs is playing the part of line, and high plateau regions, and Federal (Clukey)
Forbes
Direct
(Jordan)
2
the
climate
of
Johannesburg,
which
to
’
host,
each
garden
club
in
the
Fedthrough Acadia National Park
(Oontlnuea on Page Elgnti
3
Mount Cadillac 1527 feet above sea | eration acts in that capacity. The is 6000 feet above sea level, is com Palometa (Laroohelle)
Also
started-Patsy
Hanover
Time,
parable
to
that
of
California.
Natal
level and a visit to the famous Black Federation is divided into six regions,
This certificate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of our Genuine Indestructible $5.00 VACUUM FILLER
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Mansion at Ellsworth on Saturday and the clubs in each region are to is tropical in climate and Cape Town 2.07%.
SACKLESS FOUNTAIN FENS. Visible Ink Supply. You SEE the Ink. A lifetime guarantee with each
will conclude the three day con unite in supplying souvenirs for one sub-tropical. He stated that Cape
pen. This pen will not leak, blot or break.
If I had my life to live again I would
The Exhibition Hall
ference program.
meal.
Town has the most spectacular and
have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
beautiful
plants,
as
it
lies
in
a
fertile
Wet and bedraggled were the fair
The Penobscot Region has been
a week. The losa of these tastes la •
grounds when a Courier-Gazette re- ! 'oss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas asked to supply small packages of valley.
There are no large gardens out porter visited them Tuesday after- j
cf all kinds. Power machin; stitch Pine Tree Taffy,
side the large cities as water is scarce. noon, Thc races had been called off, I SHALL NOT PASS THIS WAY AGAIN
ing.
Awnings
stored.
Rockland
Own

Saco
Region
will
contribute
towards
THE NEW PLUNGER FILLER—VACUUM
ZIP—ONLY ONE PULL AND IT'S FULL
The bread that brlngeth strength I
ing Co., 16 Willow St.
a booklet of Maine which is being In the hinterlands, tlie plateau re the Midway concessionaires looked
want to give.
pure that bids the thirsty
This PEN holds 200% more ink than any ordinary fountain pen on the market! You can Write for Three
gions, rocks and cactus predominate. as disconsolate as Rhode Island Reds The water
prepared.
live;
Months on One Filling! No Repair Bills. No Lever Filler! No Pressure Bar. Every Pen tested and guar
The Railroad companies encourage in a rainstorm, and several niches I want to help the fainting day by day;
Androscoggin
Region
is
making
Fir
anteed by the factory to be unbreakable for life. Get yours (NOW. THIS PEN GIVEN FREE if you
I'm sure I shall not pass again this
POULTRYMEN
Balsam sachets, etc., and the Medo gardening near the stations, provid were still vacant In the exhibition j
can buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS! This Certificate good only while advertising
way.
DAIRYMEN!
sale is on.
mak Region including the local clubs, ing seeds and plants and offer gen halls.
I want to give the oil ol Joy for tears.
The consumer-producer owned
But there was one undaunted The faith to conquer crowding doubts
is to furnish small dhite pine trees, erous prizes for the best display.
• INTRODUCTORY OFFER—This Pen will be $5.00 after Sale.
Co-operative invites your inspec
fears.
The Botanical Garden in Africa is worker. Reverdy Carroll, by name, Beautyand
in
attracticve
pots
made
in
Fryeburg,
for ashes may I give alway;
tion of its new Grain and Feed
Also $1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens, only 29c
who
had
charge
of
the
fruit
and
j
noted
over
the
world
for
its
large
I
’
m
sure
I
shall not pass again this way.
Me., the latter being contributed by
Store.
Offering you United Fanners and
Mrs. Gribbel of Camden, and after and interesting collection. Along the vegetable displays, and he had every I want to give good measure running
Add 6c Extra for Mail Orders.
Limit Three Pens to Each Certificate
o’er,
Elmore Quality Feeds at substan
the luncheon they are to be shipped R. IR. banks in the Transvaal grow reason to feel proud of them de And Into
angry hearts. I want to pour
THIS COUPON GOOD AT THE FOLLOWING STORES
tial savings. Also poultry equip
beautiful Cosmos in great masses; spite of the various “ifs and ands" The answer soft that turneth wrath
to
every
out
of
the
State
delegate.
ment, Pikgards, Hen Specs, Hel
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
C. H. MOOR DRUG CO.,
INEZ R. AMES,
away;
which
intervened.
|the
seeds
for
these
were
probably
,
Saturday morning about 8.30 the
mets, etc.
I'm sure I shall not pass again this way.
WALDOBORO
ROCKPORT
ALBERT KYLLONEN,
E. S. MERRILL,
UNITED CO-OPERATIVE
delegates go from Camden to Ells brought to Afrffca during the Boer j Hope Grange had a fine exhibit of
I want to give to others hope and faith;
UNION
C. E. WHEELER,
TENANT’S HARBOR
J. C. MOODY,
FARMERS, INC.
worth, where they wlll visit the Black War in the hundreds of thousands 1 household articles, fruit and vege- I want to do all that the Master salth;
CAMDEN
WARREN
NEW COUNTY RD.
TEL. 1144
WARREN S PHARMACY,
E. E. LEINO,
I want to live aright from day to day;
of tons of hay sent as fodder for ' tables, and in charge thereof was I'm
cure I shai: not pass again this way,
109&lll»Thl26 Mansion, then on to Cadillac Moun
117*11
I
Mrs.
R.
C,
Wentworth,
wife
of
the
m e. B.
—Anon,
tain, returning to Acadia National horses.
Subscriptions <3 00 per year payable ln 1
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and ver; reasonable

RUMMAGE
SALE

Fall Conference

“RUTH’S”

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

APPLE DAY
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2

SEE THE LAST 2 DAYS

UNION FAIR

Thurs., Sept 30-Fri., Oct. 1
OX PULLING 10,30

HORSE PULLING 12.30
11 GREAT RACES 11

THE ROCKLAND GARDEN CLUB

Makes Plans For National Council Session—
South African Flowers

VAUDEVILLE
BAND CONCERT
GREATEST FIREWORKS DISPLAY EVER SHOWN IN MAINE
SWEEPSTAKE PULLING—HORSES AND OXEN
11 GREAT RACES 11

VAUDEVILLE

M

BAND CONCERT

/ FRIDAY ■ SATURDAY
This Certificate Is Worth $4.41

CO/
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At Bates College

Time To Advertise

Freshman Class Is Second
Largest In History Of This
Institution

A clipping bearing this bit of sug
gestion comes to the newspaper
desk:
A superstitious subscriber wrote to
an editor saying that he had found
a spider in hls paper and asking
whether that was a sign of good luck
or bad. The editor wrote this answer
and printed it:

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Come unto me: hear, and your soul ;
shall live.—Isaiah 55:3.

Poems Published

The second largest group of new
' students in the history of Bates Col

Helen Burpee Larson, For
merly Of Rockland, Has

Interesting Career
The attached from the Portland
Telegram, will furnish interesting ,
reading for many Rockland people as
Mrs. H. Burpee Larsen was Miss
Helen Burpee, before her marriage
—thc daughter of Mrs. Belle Bird
Burpee and the late Charles Burpee,
who used to reside at upper Maverick |
street.
•'Mrs. H. Burpee Larsen, wife of
Otto N. Larsen, former resident of
Portland, has been honored this year
by the publication of many of her

poems.
"Mrs. Larsen vas born in Rockland !
and during her senior year at Rock. land High School was chosen class J
poet. Since that time she has been j
interested in versification
••Following her marriage to Mr.
Laisen, she came to Portland to live,
later moving to Massachusetts, and
for the past 20 years has made her
home in Waterville.
••She has always been interested
in writing, but it was not until
about five years ago that her woikj
became known to the public. Her
poems have appeared this year in
"Contemporary Poets of America
Vignettes No. 2." “Verse-Land An
thology" in “The Real of Poesy;”
“Paebar Anthology; Blue River An
thology and the Mitre Anthology of
Lendon, England," also the follow
ing magazines: Notebook. Vignettes.
American Fireside, Visions, The
Country Bard, Mixing Bowl, Poetry
and Music and several newspapers
and periodicals.
“In 1936 she was elected delegate to
the Congress of American Poets held
at New York and has received several
honors for prize poems. Three of her
poems have been set to music and
have been broadcast over the radio.
Besides her literary work, she has
been engaged as press correspondent
for Maine newspapers for the past 10
years.
“She serves the city of Waterville
as police matron and was recently
made honorary member of the Wa
terville Fire Department, the only
woman in Maine to have received
this distinction.
“Mrs. Larsen is chairman of the
publicity department of the Water
ville Woman's Club, member of the
Maine Poetry Fellowship, Waterville
Poet's Club, the Arcadia Club; Doro
thea Dix Tent. Daughters of Union
Veterans; Past Chief of Haverlock
Temple, Pythian Sisters; Member of
the Silence Howard Hayden Chapter.
Daughters of American Revolution;
First Universalist Church and the
Abenaqui Golf Club.
“She is the mother of four sons
who are engaged in business in Wa
terville under the name of A. W.
Larsen & Brothers."

Get Your Number
If You Wish To Protect
Rights As To the Benefit
Payments
The importance of employes re
porting to each and every employer
their social security number if they
wish to fully protect their future
rights to benefit payments under
the unemployment compensation act,
is stressed by Chairman Clifford A.
Somerville of the Maine Unemploy
ment Compensation Commission.
"Because many employers and
employes still neglect to obtain the
account numbers this warning can
not be too strongly impressed upon
employers and employes alike,” he
said.
The statement will, it is hoped,
facilitate thc reporting of wages for
the third quarter of 1937 which
must be filed during next month by
subject employers.
“Benefits will be paid in proportion
to wages earned in employments
covered by the law,” said Chairman
Somerville.
“Individual records of
wages are being maintained on the
basis of employers’ reports. If an
employe fails to report his social se
curity number to each employer
neither the employer nor the com
pensation commission can properly
credit these wages to his unemploy
ment compensation account.
“Even if employment is part-time,
temporary or seasonal, the general
rule is that everyone working for ar.
employer subject to the law must
have a social security account num
ber and report it to the employer.
Every three months each employer
must report the name, number and
amount of wages earned of each em
ploye, regardless of age. The com
pensation commission then credits
these wages to his account.
“Application forms for social se
curity numbers may be obtained
either at a social security fleld of
fice or at post offices in cities and

lege is registered for the fall term.
| With a total of 243, the group is ex-

[ ceeded only by the 246 new regis
trants in 1931.
Maine with 88 students coming
* from all counties but Piscataquis,
j leads the 10 States and two foreign
! countries represented in the list.
Massachusetts is close behind with
83.
Although an unusual number of
entering students are women the
student body of 663 enrolled to date
it 75 percent men and 43 percent
women. Figures on all students are
He was happy coming in. for try
as follows: Seniors 78 men, 61
ing on new clothing anywhere is
women; juniors. 90 men. 51 women;
always a thrill.
sophomores, 88 men, 62 women;
freshmen, 118 men. 110 women; spe- (
But he’s happier now because he
cial students, three men, two women. j
Among the new students are Sam
knows that there are 15 or 16 suits
uel Glover and Maizie Parker Joy of
in this fall stock that give him
Rockland and Donald Arthur Nichols
about 100% better opinion of hfmof Lincolnville.
srlf than the suit he had on.

I

The happiest man in
Knox County is just
coming out of
Gregory’s

Galluns Cretan

In other words ... he knows now

Waldo County Senator Comments
on Cong. Smith's Announcement
at Lakewood

Gallun's Cretan, in this handsome Jarman Custom

(Tenants HarborDays

ture in any living room than he

had any idea of . ... and he likes
the idea.

Fall Suits
$25.00 to $39.50

Don McDonald Overcoats

$35.00
Fall Hats

$3.50 to $8.00
Nunn Bush Shoes

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

REPLACEMENT QUOTA

Sixtv-Eight Recruits Fer C. C. C.
May Be Drawn From Veterans
Contingent

Announcement has been made by
the Manager of the Veterans' Ad
ministration. Togus. Me. that appli
cation may be received for the vet
erans' contingent cf the Civilian Con
servation Corps for an October re
placement quota for Maine of 68.
Applications may be considered
without regard to relief status but not
in those cases of veterans whose dis
charges from the Civilian Conserva
tion Corps were not honorable, who
were discharged within six months,
or who are now employed. Eligible
veterans seeking enrollment cannot
be enrolled in other than the State
of their permanent residence.
Veterans interested in being en
rolled in the Civilian Conservation
Corps may obtain proper application
blanks by writing to the Manager,
Veterans' Administration, Tog’ts Me.

towns where no such office is main
tained. Numbers themselves how
ever, must be obtained from a so
cial security office, either in person
cr by writing.
"Anyone who applies for unemp
loyment compensation benefits be
ginning next January must know his
social security number. Unless he
or she has such a number the burden
of proving his rights to benefits will
be difficult. Delays seem inevitable
in such cases. We hope no one will
penalize himself by neglecting to
obtain a social security number and
reporting same to each person by
whom he is employed."

tanned calfskin, smooth surfaced and available in Black

BD-liT
TKMb'TfirtB
Jarman Shon ara Trrad-Tntrd by actual walking taata.

$6 to $7.50

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432

MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Copies of leaflet 72, "Measuring
“Did Jones take hls bad luck like
Kay in Stacks" are available on re a man?”
quest to the U. 8. Department of
"Exactly; he blamed it all on his
Agriculture Washington, D. C.
wife."—The Digest.

Sweeten it with Domino
pure cane clean-full weight
Refined in U SA

‘Doming

More than 2500 cold storage locker
More than half of the New Eng
land turkey crop, equal in size to units are now operating in the U.

F^eSugarl

that of last year, is expected to move 8. mostly in the Corn Belt and Pa-

You can be sure of perfect freshness in all the
Meats you get at Perry’s. We purchase our meats
daily and keep them carefully in properly refriger
ated cases.

Roasting Pork
Pork Chops
Pork Steak

27/
35/
39/

LB.

LB,

LB.

J

LB.

OUR OWN HOMEMADE

29/
“ 19/

SAUSAGE PATTIES
Made From Native Pigs

»

LAMB LIVER
BEEF LIVER

EXTRA SPECIAL—THURS., FRI., SAT.

21/

FANCY FRESH

HALIBUT

Ib

Cut As Desired

NEWLY SMOKED FILLETS....... ...... 2 lbs 29c
FRESHLY CUT FISH STICKS..... ....... 2 lbs 21c
STRICTLY FRESH SCALLOPS . ............ lb 25c

2

BULK MINCE MEAT

25/

lbs.

SATURDAY SPECIAL!

HOT BEANS 1 qt
BROWN BREAD 1 If

eaa

BOTH
FOR

29c

Made under the seal of “Tested Quality ’

PERRY S SUPREME

DOING/

T°;E

DRAKE/h^^r/ FURNITURE CO.

nuts2 29c
OXLY WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS!

1 pkg. PRESTO CAKE FLOUR,
2 pkgs. H-0 OATS,

ALL

FOR

27/

RADIO SALE
THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPECIALS

LINDSAY RIPE OLIVES.............................. tin 25c
DERBY POTTED MEATS...... 4 No. 1-4 tins 25c
MINUTE TAPIOCA ..................................... pkg 11c
FRIENDS BEANS........................................2 tins 29c
BLUE LABEL TOMATO COCKTAIL .... bot 23c
U-ALL-NO RICHARDSON’S MINTS, 2 pkgs 19c

—James Whitcomb Riley..

Boze.

Somerville. Mass.. Sept. 29

(Dfun6(Jtonc|L?

THEY RRE FRESH!

Baked by Black A Gay in their brick oven at Thomaston

1 cific Northwest.

to market during November.

^2/au can

lOUw.

"And we never cared when the water
was cold.
And always ducked' the hoy that told
On the fellow that tied the clothes
When life went so like a dreamy rhythm.
That It seemed to me now and then
The world was having a Jollier time
Than lt e'er will again.

SURE—the ELECTROLUX refrigerator is unsu:pa-sed for econ>my.
Get dependable refrigeration, keep your foods fresh and tasty . . .
yet SAVE money. Get a new ELECTROLUX from BURPEE FUR
NITURE CO.!

r ,

THE HOUSEWIVES’ PROGRAM

furkiturf compmy

36lMAiNSTfeZcvt<Z

LISTEN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY FROM 1.30 TO 2 P. M.
WCSH—AND AFFILIATED STATIONS

•

*

DRIED PEACHES............................................ lb 17c
DRIED APRICOTS .......................................... lb 19c
GOOD SIZE PRUNES.................................4 lbs 29c
BULK DAVES............................................... 3 lbs 25c
ALL FANCY QUALITY
BAKERY
SPECIAL!

I
fz. .

DELCO

v ••’• ».•' • •'
•..••• .".
• CV
Mathcw»-Cirr, Inc.

He’s gone to ...

MILLER’S GARAGE
to get a Real Buy in a

GOOD USED CAR
e e e e

ON YOUR
TABLE

State Senator Roy L. Fernald of
Winterport offered the
following
comment Tuesday on the statement
of Representative Clyde H. Smith at
Lakewood that he, Smith, "would like
to complete a career of 43 years of
service to the State by being Gover
nor in 1940."
“I have a good, definite program
of my own and am not interested in
those of any opponent I may have.
I It makes no difference to' me who my
I opponent is if I am a candidate in
1938 and am up for reelection in 1940.
“In either event, I shall run on my
own record and not my oppenents,”

brogue. Cretan, soft and mellow-rich, is a vegetable

or Tan. Drop by and let us fit you.

Copies of “The Gardening Maga
zine" were sent me recently and this
excerpt from one of them, by The
Garden Philosopher appealed to me
strongly: “How dear to my heart
are thc scenes of my childhood! This
opening phrase of Samuel Wood- j
worth's famous poem would have, in i
itself, given" The Old Oaken Bucket' |
deserving immortality.
“How indelibly fixed are the mem- i
cries of our pre-adolescent days. In
cidents of youth’s experiences, hap
penings in the home and schoolroom,
and pranks of the playground. As
we ramble back, cherished memories
of thc 'crick' in the summer season,
where we went to wade. swim, or dive
according to one's progress; and
often when some overgrown bully
had tied knots in our shirt sleeves,
there was the disagreeable task of
chawing beef ” (That's a new one
in my young life).
Some 60 or more years ago, at the
old red schoolhouses in summer,
when ones costume consisted of a
blouse with a pair of knee pants but
toned to it (not shorts) no shoes or
stockings, if the tide was right at
recess, wither morning or after
noon, one started unbuttoning ones
blouse on coming out and by the time
cne reached the crick, was ready for
a swim “au naturel.'' Ain't we got fun
in those days. Yea, Bo. and tirrr.
some!

"Old Subscriber; Finding a spider
in your paper was neither good luck
nor bad luck for you. The spider
was merely looking over our paper
to see which merchant is not adver
tising so that he can go to that
store, spin his web across the door
and lead a life of undisturbed peace
afterward."
"Thought you would like this,”
said the sender of the clipping, him
self one of the city's most consistent
advertisers, who knows how to make
use of printer's ink and knows also
how it makes for prosperity.
FERNALD IS UNDISTURBED

We present one of the smartest leathers of the Season,

that he is, in the right clothing, a
far more desirable piece of furni

Every-Other-Day

1936 Dodge Sedan
1936 Plymouth Sedan
1935 Chevrolet Sedan
1935 Plymouth Coupe
1934 Lafayette Coach
1934 Chevrolet Coupe
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
1933 Chevrolet Coach
1933 Ford Sedan
1931 Ford Tudor

Revolutionizes
Oil Heating with
Exclusive New

Walnut or Marble

POUND
CAKES

HERE'S THE
WORKS!

Each

I Asingle moving unit 1
1 turns—and you have

\ROYAL

} MACAROONS

low-cost, dependable
Automatic Heat for
years to come. That’s
the Delco Rotopower
I Unit—an exc/usive
Delco feature.

17/

LA TOURAINE COFFEE.............................. lb 27c
FINNAN HADDIE..................................... 2 jars 25c
MARSHMALLOWS.............................. 1 lb pkg 17c
CORN ON THE COB..................................... tin 19c
BAKER’S COCOA.............................. 1-2 lb tin 9c

Blue Rose Rice

2 lbs 11c

ICEBERG LETTUCE............................ 2 heads 15c
FANCY NEW CARROTS................ 2 bunches 11c

ffofopovrer Unit

timiiiiHiiHiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiii ii ii h immiii it m i nun in nn n

Tfat-Afa fiat Corifoo#

PRODUCT OF

GENERAL MOTORS

11 mm

DERRY’S
'

rrfcJll-rj«1»I.IB4.Jdi-r-T.y.V'L7,.T.T ) 111

-
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HARD TO BELIEVE

Many others to choose
from
PRICES RIGHT
CONVENIENT TERMS

It is actually hard to believe that such quick and

interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

D * I. SIAOE 1 CO
189 State Street, Boston, Mott

RANKIN ST.,

E

ROCKLAND, ME.

in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
140 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 8001

117-118

frequently received to one advertisement.

Every-Other-Day

Page Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 30, 1937
Pictures of the recent American
Legion convention in New York will
be shown in the Paramount News
Friday and Saturday at Strand
Theatre.

< ,

1 ->37 OCTOBER 1937
s M T i W | _T I Fi •

The destroyer Dahlgren ls acting j
as tender for the destroyer Downes
during the latter’s trials.
The
bodies of the Dahlgren's two sailors,
who lost their lives in Rockland har
bor recently have never been re
covered.

..•Jj.r. j|2.
3 .'1J 5 6 ; 7‘8 J 9
1011’l2ll3[14{15|16
17 181920212223
M„25 26 27 282930

WALDO THEATRE

Final opportunity to get some prints
in tihe album is offered at Tuesday
night's meeting of the Friendly Foto
Fans to be held at 7.33 in the Con
gregational vestry.

An extra attraction at Union Fair
I today will he the Forty and Eight
' team which made such a big hit at
"MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY" , the American Legion Contention in
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 1IMI
New York.
THURS.-FRI., SEPT. 30-OCT. 1
Matinees both days 2.30
Single evening shows at eight

servation work that is being carried
cut in the schools.
The Club wah honored at the an
nual meeting ln June by being pre
sented the conservation medal by the
New England Wildflower Preserva
tion Society for the most meritorious
work of the 46 clubs ln the State of
Maine.
A report of the Bok Awards meet
ing held at the Opera House recently
was read by the secretary, Miss Bessie
Bowers. Mrs. Clarence Fish, chair
man of the horticulture committee,
spoke of the projects the club is
sponsoring this year.
Mrs. P. G. Willey, president of the
club refererd to the fall conference
which is to be held at Whitehall Inn.
Oct. 7. 8, and 9 at which every state
in the Union will be represented. The
guest speaker, Edward Johnson from
the Department of Agriculture at Au
gusta spoke Interestingly on the
subject "Displaying the Garden to Its
Eest Advantage."
• • • •

WOTTONS
DEPARTMENT STORE

BARGAIN SPECIALS
FOR THIS WEEK-END

The prophet who had lt all figured
cut that the world would come to an
end ;3ept. 20. has missed the date,
Willis I. Ayer will address his
j The week has passed and everything
“THIN ICE”
brother Rotarians tomorrow on “My
SONJA HENIE, TYRONE POWER seems secure, if we omit the things
Invasion of Canada.'' Willis is said to
that are going on in the Eastern
have acquired a fluent knowledge of
SATURDAY ONLY. OCT. 2
1
countries.
the French language on his trip
Note: No Matinee this Saturday
around Gaspe. and his speech will
ISlngle evening show (it eight
! The Knight Templar School of In
need an interpreter.
struction held at Masonic Temple
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
“Wings Over Honolulu”
Oct. l—Vlnalhaven—Inspection Ladles
yesterday afternoon and evening
WENDY
BARRIE,
Miss Virginia Mack.
publicity
of the G AR.
Oct 1—Quarterly meeting of Lincoln
RAY M1LLAND brought together some 50 Command' Baptist Association at Wiley’s Corner, writer for the Maine Development
ery Masons, including the commandalso
St. Oeorge.
Association, was a visitor at The j
| ers, and other officers. The ComOct. 2—Annual dog show of Maine
Pcpeyc
in
“
The
Football
Toucher
Courier-Gazette office Tuesday. She
Kennel Club In Portland.
manderies thus represented were
Downer"
Oct 2—Vlnalhaven—Pleasant
River has had much experience as a news
Dunlap of Bath. Claremont of Rock
. Orange fair.
and
Charlie
Chase
Comedy
paper and magazine writer, and has
1
Oct. 2—R H S . Apple Day.
Girls' Camp For Next Season
land, Blanquefort of Ellsworth. Cam
I Oct 2—Union—Meeting of Union and |
SUNDAY ONLY, OCT. 3
Warren teachers at High School building.' the personality that helps make her
den of Camden, Palestine of Belfast
The Megunticook Lake estate of
Oct 2-3—Annual fleld trial of Dama- work successful.
Matinee at 2.30
and DeValois of Vinalhaven. The the late John Grlbbel of Philadel
* riscotta Sportsmen’s Club ln Bremen.
Oct 4—Shakespeare Society meets with
Single evening show at eight
School of Instruction of Eminent phia has been sold to Miss Anne
Mrs Arthur 8 Littlefield. Talbot avenue.
A well know Bangor resident ln
Sir Arthur H. Lander of Gardiner, Townsend of Philadelphia, captain
Oct. 5—Rockland Chamber of Com
“
SOULS
AT
SEA
”
merce membership meeting and ladles' the city yesterday was Stanley PGrand
Senior Warden and proved | of the All-American fleld hockey
J night Masonic hall. Warren
^SNorthn‘waiJX^-Methodi.«’ "Dennett, headed, of course for Union GARY COOPER,
most interesting and profitaljje for j team, Mrs. Charles Boehm of Baltiand
GEORGE
RAFT
Ladles Aid fair at Maple Orange hall
Fair. Mr. Dennett belongs to the
his “class.” The turkey supper served more and Miss May Fogg of Free
Oct 7-&—Camden—Conference of 8tate
Benefit Performance
Miami. (Fla.) winter colony, and is
| (Garden Clubs at Whitehall Inn.
under the direction of Alfred Church port. The property will be used for
Oct. 11—Knox County Teachers' Con- even now making plans for hls an
MON.-TUES., OCT. 4-5
earned the commendation of all who a girls' camp.
vcnt'on at Rockiond
nual invasion of the Florida me
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
No matinees
sat at the banquet table.
The work of converting the c’ace
Oct. 15—Union—Organ
recital
at
tropolis.
Methodist auditorium
Single evening shows at eight
Into a camp will start immediately,
Oct 14—Thomaston—Garden
Club
meets with Miss Margaret Ruggles
and lt is planned to have it ready for
“Between Two Women”
CAMDEN
G. M Hatch, the well known turf
Oct. 15—Pleasant Valley Grange Fair.
35 girls next season, with fhe ulti| (Head Middle Street)
VIRGINIA
BRUCE,
writer says in the Bangor News:
Oct 20—Union—Annual Orange fair.
At the meeting of Mt. Battie Lodge ’ mate maximum of 80.
and FRANCHOT TONE
Oct 21—Opening meeting of Baptist Franz Simmons has done one of his'
IO.O.F., held Tuesday night these
camp
known Q, Mere.
Men's League.
Oct. 21—Annual meeting of Knox- famous Jobs of preparation with NicIt's coming very soon at no ad officers were elected: Noble Grand.: stead ,t WM announced, and lt is
Llncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com dale. The Single G gelding looking
vance in prices—
John T. Alley; vice grand, Leon Y. r,anned {0 erect MVerai cot!.ag,s.
munity Building.
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of awfully good at Farmington and now
Stinson;
recording secretary. John P. j
€State embraces about GO acres
“
Life
Of
Emile
Zola
”
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sitters.
ready to go on and win a few races i
leach; financial secretary, Warren of land and at present it has one ce‘before "school let's out.”
3 Ctnant; treasurer, Elbert M. tage and a garage- There are views
Raymond
Jordan's
automobile
Tug Eugene Spofford has been ' Urosby. Trustees Charles C- Wood,,
tbe nortb east and wes( and the
[shop ln Kelley Lane was burglarized
A rummage sale will tie held Sat
o'clock at the corner havln6 some engine work done at J- Frank Thomas and Chester L. estate slopes from the Hope r -ad
‘fa*
,Tuesday night.
urday at 10
under
Snow's
yard.
Fasca1
'
to
the
shore
of
the
lake.
It
Las
a
store in Masonic Temple
Mrs. Charles Burgess will entertain beautiful background of hills.
A surplus of housekeepers is re- auspices of St. Peter's Church. Articles 1
from
the
Lend-A-Hand Club Monday at
Mr. Grlbbel a wealthy Phihdd1 ported by George W. Dyer, general for donation will be called for upon
Stanley Gay has returned
manager of the Re-employment Bu- notifying the committee, members of' Opportunity Farm and has accepted 7 30 <-''clock at her homc on Me phian. was for a long time a summer
chanic street.
resident here and the family has an' reau.
which are Mrs. Anna Foley. Mrs. Al a teaching position in the schools
J.
H
Hobbs
is
spending
a
few
days
other large estate ln town.
at
South
Thomaston.
ton Decrow, Mrs. V. Varney. Mrs.
in
Thompsonville,
ConnEdward
Haskell.
Mrs.
Mary
Southard,
The city teams have begun gath
Henry W. Morse
Except that the churches were not Frederick Powers has returned
ering the falling leaves. Looks as If Mrs. Abbie Folan and Miss Patricia
they would have a very successful Thompson.
holding services yesterday was an from Eoston where he has been visit-1 Henry W. Morse, 76, died Tuesday
' at his home on Alden street following
Ideal Sunday in Rockland. It was ing relatives.
season.
Sam Serouya has closed the Flor- a sudden ill turn. Mr. Morse was a
Por successful effort in member the “big day" at Union.
ent ine linen shop on Main street and carpenter by trade and for many
The smack Louis Thebaud. Capt. ship upbuilding, the Women's Edu
years was employed by the J. H,
Lew Wallace ls at the South Rail cational Club offers key women hon
The State Convention of th„ is now in Hyannis. Mass.
Hobbs Co. on Bay View streetFrank
Bracey
who
has
been
spendors.
engraved
stationery,
best
sellers
way where a new engine Is being in
American Red Cross is being held to
He leaves two daughters. Miss
in fiction and non-fiction, and day at Bar Harbor. Those attend _ [ ing a vacation here and ir Eagle
stalled. In the boat.
Esther
Morse and Mrs. Mary Ros
has
letumed
to
White
River
Junc

urges substantial results before Its I jng from here are Mrs. Kenneth
siter, both of this place.
tion. Vt.
next
picnic
with
Mrs.
Emma
IBradSpear.
Mrs.
William
Ellingwood.
Mrs.
Stone quarried at Vinalhaven and
The funeral will be held from the
W. D. Heald has returned from a
destined for Milford. N. H.. was re- street, Suffolk street. The question David McCarty, Mrs. Walter Ladd.
residence Friday at 2 o'clock and
business trip to Boston.
for
discussion
will
be
"Which
most
Mrs.
David
Beach.
Miss
Eliza
Steele
shipped by rail after being brought
■promotes our nation's general welfare, Rev. E. O. Kenyon and Col. Basil Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shaw and son burial will be in Mountain cemetery.
to this port on the Sophia.
Richard are visiting his father, H.
private initiative and enterprise or Stinson.
M Shaw in Pittsfield.
public ownership and control? Why?
Schooner Eleanor of Portland ls at
Mrs. Mabel Powers has beer, pass
Strand Theatre is proud to an
the South Railway being equipped
In Municipal Court Tuesday. Re nounce that Paul Muni in "Life of ing several days ln Portland.
with a new forecastle to replace the
corder Otis presiding. William Don Emile Zola" will be shown on Sun Miss Kay Annis of Stoningt in and
one recently damaged by Are.
ohue of New York, was sentenced to day, Monday and Tuesday of next Miss Marion Hansen are visiting in
60 and 30 days respectively for alleged week. This picture has been shown Oldtown.
A feature of tonight's “Conven- drunken driving and being without a > oniy a few weeks ago in surroundMrt. Thomas B. Hutchins who
1/
T16,611"8
Leg‘°n *^a11 wlU?e driver's license, sentences to run! mg towns at $2.20 top and will be passed the summer In this commu100 photographs made durffig the consecutlvely. He appealed but dld shown a[
thpa,re at No Advance nity has returned to Florida
height of convention activities ln not provide bail. Jack Williams of; m prices
At the recent installation of CamNew York by Charles Schaller.
'den Commandery. Knights Templar,
Morrill was given the alternative of
officers were installed by Eminent
paying $100 and costs or serving 30
R. E. Estes, treasurer of the Rock Sir Alexander A. LeFleur, assisted
A "carte postal," bearing the post days in Jail for alleged drunken
land Christmas Tree Corp, returned by Eminent Sir Henry A. Dyer as
mark of Paris. France, was received driving. He was also sentenced to 30
..
.
to Rockland yesterday after a suc- grand master of ceremonies. Sir
at this office yesterday, the sender days for being drunk and disorderly.
bU£iness
t
h thp
trip through
Knight Carlos A. HUI as grand pre
being Horace Booth, a former Rock He likewise appealed but did not
Middle Western States where he late. Sir Knight Edwin Burett. grand
land High School boy. who was furnish ball.
visited his brokers and customers marshal, escort of Portland Com
spending a fortnight in the French
! who will handle more than half mil mander?; eminent commander. Fin
metropolis before taking up his work
The Maine Kennel Club s annual ]jon Christmas trees sold by Mr.
lay H Calder; generalissimo, Frederir. Lyonsdog show opens In Portland tomorfor the Christmas trade.
■
ick B. Jagels; captain general, Mil-----i row. Three males and two females.!
ton C. Stephenson; senior warden.
Mrs. Charles Beaulieu, formerly Sled Dogs, born in Little America on
An invitation is extended to all in- A. Burton Stevenson. Jr.; Junior
Frieda Herrick of Rockland starts the last expedition to the South Pole tcrested in doing good, to join the ”' 77"" ~a]d „ Rollinv nrelate
her radio work over WNBH with by Admiral Byrd, together with Mr. plrft Baptist Olrls. Guild t0 be held • ‘ •
- P
;
the Jamboree Hour, at 9.30 Sunday I and Mrs. Seeley's two Siberian Hus- Friday night at 7.15 in thechapel imnenc tolr wullam r- nanKin,
morning, using her maiden name. ' kies will be judged in the classes. One layette for the Red Cross is near treasurer, Charles C. Wood; record
Sir John L. TewksWNBH is on 1310 kUocycles. Rock- From this pair of huskies, Mr and ing completion and the members are ing secretary.
gtandard bearer, sword t^rer,
«iiAto of
r\f handland friends extend their best wishes Mrs. Seeley are to start breeding for i an~xj0US tofinish their quota
bandFred F. Rice; warder. Fred Wto the broadcaster.
; the next Byrd expedition to the ages for china several old sheets
Elwell; sentinel. Oeorge W. Ryder; U.
------: South Pole. It Is very Interesting to are needed for this work and those
S.
color bearer, Andrew V. Elmore. A
Thc boxing carnival for the bene- j know that these five dogs which pianning to attend take thimble and
fit of the Bangor DaUyNews Santa 1 make a wonderfulteam, are again to, need)e you will enjoy the work and turkey banquet was served at 6
o'clock and an entertainment was
Claus fund opens tonight In the Ban- go back to the place of their birth.
kept busy Why not join?
iurnished by the Temple Quartet
gor r.u’ditorium. Knox County is rep
and leadings by Mrs. Lettie Law.
The annual convention of the
Six glorious days and
resented ln two classes—the 118In thc August issue of the American
The name of Maynard Thompson |
Maine
State
Chiropractors
Associa

pound class by Walter Baker of Cam
Magazine. William Corbin contributed of Limerock street was called at the
nights at sea — A day in
den and the 160-pound class by Don tion will be held In Portland Satur an article cn “Why I (Don't Go To
.Comique Theatre Tuesday night
beautiful Nassau — Two
ald Peters of Rockland. Here’s wish day and Sunday. Dr. Blake B. Annis Church. The article was wi ei> rea j gnd as he was not there
wU| be
thrilling days and one ex
ing them successof Rockland is chairman of the con-1 and generally commented on. In his
given away next Monday night.
ventlon committee and Mrs. Annis j sermon Sunday (merning Dr Lowe
citing night in glamorous
Mr and Mrs. M. Grauer who have
Raymond Young former waiter at ls one of those In charge of the reg- will reply to Mr. Corbin. His replyI
i been spending the summer here, are
Havana—These are all in
Knox Hotel in Thomaston, and now I istration. Dr. Annis will preside will (not’ be in the nature of a rebuke.
in West Palm Beach, Fla., for the
cluded in the
wlth the steam yacht Nopara leaves over Saturday afternoons session at He •will agree with much Mr. Csrbin
winter.
within a few days for South Ameri which there will be addresses by Dr. has to say. most of it in fact—"but."
ca. and will be followed ln his winter E. J. Smith, president of the Met Yes there are several "buts" and they
Garden Club Activities
journeyings by The Courier-Gazette, ropolitan Chiropractic College. Cleve merit consideration.
The Garden Club met Tuesday at
of which he is a constant and loyal land, Ohio; Dr. Mark A. Abbe of
which are included in the
the home of Mrs. Theodore Ross,
reader. He sends best wishes for the Elyria. Ohio, and Dr. D. E. Quilter
DIED
with a large attendance. Mrs. Elizabasketball teams of Knox and Lin of Tiffin. Ohio. Saturday night there sylvester At Rockland. sept.
beth Bromley, member of the conF.. widow *of Harlan P. Syl«.
coln counties, and will follow the will be a banquet. Officers will be Sarah
vaster, aged 88 years. 2 months. 8 servation committee, spoke on the
chosen at the Sunday forenoon £ 2Mnumer^krst"reeatt V° °'Cl°C’t trip last summer by a group of Garnewspaper accounts avidly.
to be given winners in
session.
morse—At camden. Sept. 28. Henry den Club members to the Audubon
Mr and Mrs. Luke S. Davis have
W Morse, aged 76 years. 4 months, 16 Nature Camp at Hog Island, Mus
days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from
returned from Milwaukee, Wis.;
American Legion Auxiliary wjil!
the home. 8 Alden street.
congus Bay. It was voted to sen d a
where they attended the session of I serve public supper Saturday night BLASTOW—At Rockport. Sept. 29.
representative of the Club to the Au
William
Herbert
Blastow.
aged
51.
the Sovereign Grand Lodge of Odd I at Legion hall.—adv.
years. 4 months. 4 days.
Funeral dubon Camp next summer. The rep
Fellows. Participating in the con-|----- —--------------------------------------services at the Russell Parlors Friday
resentative chosen is to take a teach
at 2 p m Interment ln East Union.
vention proceedings were four dele
MULLINS—At Owl’s Head lAsh Point). er’s course, and supervise the congates from each of the 48 States and
Sept. 29. James R Mullins, aged 72
years, 5 months. 11 days. Funeral Fri
each of the Canadian Provinces.
Aik Us for Free Folder
day at 2 o'clock from residence.
While Mr. Davis was thus engaged
No. 25 Which Gives
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Davis was attending the A.R.A.
To the kind friends and neighbors,
Full Details.
(Rebekah) Convention.
Mr- and
who remembered me with cards and
Mrs Davis made the trip West by
gifts during my stay at the Eye and
Far Infirmary ln Portland. I wish to ex
train, returning by bus, which fur
tend my sincere thanks and apprcclatlon.
nished them with stop-over privi
Mrs Franz Simmons.
leges. They traveled nearly 2600
Rockland. Sept. 30.
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
miles, and enjoyed every minute of
Twenty-five thousand farm mort
Ambulance Service
the trip.
gages held by the Farm Credit Ad
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
ministration were paid in full during
Rummage sale Saturday at 10
361-365
MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
the
year
ended
September
1.
This
TEL.
662
o’clock, corner store Masonic Temple,
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND was an increase of 60 percent over
auspices St. Peter’s Church —adv.
119-tf
98tf

TALK OF THE TOWN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

New lot of Silk Rayon Dresses (all sizes)................ $1.99
Full size (1 case) Part Wool Double Blankets......... 1.98
Quaker Lace Curtains (new numbers) ........................... 97
Children’s All Wool Sweaters (all new).................. 1.00
Humming Bird Full Fashioned Hose................................. 81
New line of Crash Cretonnes (beautiful patterns), yd .39
Full line of 80 Square Percales........................... yd .18
New fall patterns in 50 in. Homespun for drapes .. yd .59
New lot of Glazed Chintz................................... yd .29
Single Sheet Blankets, full size, plaids............................. 59

s

A REAL VACATION CRUISE!

61 J'JUUL ftlUJL&AA'
282-PRIZES-282

DURAND'S
HAVANA CONTESTS

BURPEE’S

Now in Its
New Home
The MaBelle invites its friends and patrons to visit
its new home in The Bicknell, first apartment, over

What-Not Shop—directly opposite the First Baptist

Church. Same phone number, 683-W.
MARGARET E. NUTT, Proprietor

YOU CAN WIN
Two FREE Nine-Day Cruises to

NASSAU AND HAVANA
PLUS $100 CASH FOR POCKET MONEY

2S2-fi/dji^-2S2
INCLUDING 61 FREE CRUISES WILL BE GIVEN
TO WINNERS IN

DURAND'S
HAVANA CONTESTS
THE GRAND PRIZE

TWO FREE CRUISES
PLUS $100 IN CASH!

14 PRIZES EVERY WEEK FOR 20 WEEKS

3 — FREE CRUISES TO NASSAU & HAVANA.
3 —CASH PRIZES OF $10.00 EACH.
I — 5 LB. BOX OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.

I —3 LB. BOX OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.
I —2 LB. BOX OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.
5—1 LB. BOXES OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.

WEEKLY CONTESTS!
SETS OF PRIZES!
CHANCES TO WIN!

ENTER THESE CONTESTS AND WIN A FREE CRUISE!

CHISHOLM’S SPA

Russell Funeral Home

117-lt

Ma Be lie Beauty Shop

484 MAIN ST.

TEL 681-M

ROCKLAND, ME.

the preceding twelve months,

I

WHY ENDURE
ARTHRITIS AGONY!

EvCry-OtEer-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 30, 1937
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A Dam Near Solon

L

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

YOU CAN THROW CARDS
IN HIS FACE
ONCE TOO OFTEN

EAST WALDOBORO

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Recent callers at A. C. Mank’s were
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Dodge of Gardi
How Central Maine Power
ner, Mr. and Mrs. Rosford Prior of
Co. Proposes To Level Off
Grateful Users of RO-MARI
5" 4
r fo
“SINGING MARINE”
9
IO li
Round Pond. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
2
7
12 13
1
Tell Relief from Suffering
Hall of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Law
the
River
Arthritis, Sciatica, Neuritis, and
T”“ y '
w
Ifo
15
rence Hall and friend of Newcastle.
HEN you have thoee awful
ether painful ailments resulting from
cramps: when your nerves
Construction of a dam and hydro
over-acidity every year claim more
Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Barnard and
are all on edge—don't take it out
17
ie
19
victims. Now, from the British Isles,
on the man you love.
Miss Cordelia Barnard were visitors
■where it has been prescribed with ex electric poWer plant at Caratunk
Your
husband
can't
possibly
cellent results by eminent physicians, Falls on the Kennebec River near
22 22
21
z6
Saturday at L. I. Mank's and J. M
know how you feel for the simple
comes a new scientific formula spe
reason that he la a man.
Mank's.
b
cifically designed to strike at the Solon is planned by the Central
am 25
24
A three-quarter wife may be
CAUSE of these crippling conditions.
no wife at all if she nags her hus
Mr and Mrs. Kent G Newbert of
Sufferers all over America are finding Maine Power Company, officials said
band seven days out of every
Woodfords were recent guests of Miss
RO-MARI (from Great Britain) their
il 32
2b It TT
29
month.
first real relief from stiffness, pain, today.
For three generations one woman
Ellie Mank. Frank Newbert and Miss
W
and Invalidism caused by arthritic
Preliminary engineering work is
has told another how to go “smil
1L
33
Leonora Newbert were callers at the
troubles.
ing through" with Lydia K. Plnkalready ln progress, they announced,
C J„ Yonkers, N Y., writes: ”1 »m cer
hara's Vegetable Compound. It
Mank
home.
tainly better than I was before taking ROhelps Nature tone up the system,
MARI and am enclosing check for *10 00 for
but no definite date for beginning ac
Mrs. Maude Butler of Boston is
thus lessening the discomforts from
two more bottles." Mrs J G . Columbus, O..
the
functloual disorders which
savs: "Please send me another bottle of ROtual construction has been set. Chief
visiting
her sister, Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Ml ui
MO
MARI I feel so much better. Have been ln
41
women must endure In the three
39
terrible agonv. Please send at once."
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
Norman Miller was a Palermo
If you suffer from Arthritis or Sci function of the proposed project will
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
Mb
visitor Sunday.
M5
atica or some allied ailment caused by be to “level off" the flow of the river,
MU
paring for motherhood. 3. Ap
over-acid conditions, you owe it to
proaching “middle age.''
Mrs.
Harry
McIntire
has
recovered
the
company
’
s
engineers
stated,
al

yourself to try this scientific British
Don't be a three-quarter wife,
48
47
prescription that has helped so many though the new station will add ap
from a severe cold.
take LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
others. For sale here exclusively by
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.and
proximately 20.000 kilowatts to the
Mrs. L. L. Mank recently accom
si 54 55
52
Go “Smiling Through."
49 50 51
CHAS. W. SHELDON. CO.,
system
capacity
by
readjustment
of
panied Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson
444 Main St., Rockland
the "load" at Wyman Station.
59
and Mrs. Edith Dingle of South Wal
57 58
5b
PORT CLYDE
Primary purpose in constructing
doboro to Rockland, where they called
Gl
bl
bo
the new dam is to aid various in
at B. V. Winchenbaugh's.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thorndike and
dustrial plants on the lower Kenne
Miss Priscilla Hanna of Portland
b5
son Philip of Camden were guests
fo5
64
Thirty Million Families Will bec which are dependent for effi
was an overnight guest of her mother
!
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Sim

Be Asked That Question cient operation upon a fairly con
Mrs. Ethel Hanna recently.
mons.
stant flow of water. At present the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler of
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
In Census
HORIZONTAL
Mrs. Etta Teel has returned home
Central Maine's Wyman Station at
23-Terminate
49-Sacred epot
1-Long grass
Clark Island called Saturday on his
Dick Powell as a leatherneck who can sing. Ls the star in “The Singing after spending the past week in Me
25-City in France
5-Natives of Scotland 52-Talked artlessly
Mail carriers wlll distribute un Bingham, above Solon, largely con
sister, Mrs. James Mank.
26- Piece of thin rock
56- A layman
10-Scrutinize
employment
census
blanks
to trols the flow of water to lower Marine,” Warner Bros.' latest musical coming to Strand Theatre. His new domak.
Mrs. M. E. Watson and son Ray
27- Relieves
57-A flower
14- Not busy
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain and mond of Bath. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
30.000.000 families Nov. 16 and 17, river points. When the station is leading lady is Doris Weston who got her first break on Major Bowes’ radio
28- Ascends
59- A moment
!5-Kind of lena
29- Walks in water
John D Biggers, census director, an operating at capacity a considerable program.—adv.
daughter Pauline of Medomak were Shuman and children of Woodfords.
60- Girl'e name
15- Large lake
61- Run away and marry 30- Musical drama
volume of water runs through the
17- Fall to hit
visitors Sunday in this community. Mrs. Einest Robinson of Portland,
nounced.
31- Clamors, as a dog
62- 1 reland
18- Ascend
The blanks are to be filled out by wheels and pours down through the
Mr. and Mrs Perley Simmons of Frank Newberi and Miss Leonora
32- Obliterate
63- Gratifying
19- Current
Dick
is
a
Marine
—
a
modest
buck
That
was
just
too
bad!
It
goes
to
unemployed and partially employed lower valley- When the station is
64- Restrain from acting 34-Walks with regular
JO-Walking
the San Diego base and D.cks head. Spoiled by the adula- Rockland visited Sunday with Mr., Newbert of West Falmouin. Mr. and
steps
65- Move swiftly
and mailed to the census adminis- not operating at capacity the water private at
22-Yielded at clear
tion of innumerable women, and the and Mrs Herman Simmons.
j \jrs Gilmore Noyes of Jeffeison and
37-Caroused
profit
stration by midnight Nov. 20. He is held back behind Wyman Dam and he can sing. So his comrades get up
Miss Penelope Whitehead and Miss , Millard T. Mank of Farmingdale
40-Having curative
fawning of chiselers who surround
VERTICAL
24- Ventilatea
said following a four-hour conference r.ot allowed to flow down the river.
a purs# to send him to New York to him (he young \jarjIle forgets his Helen Gilman who spent the summer were at L. I. Mank's on a recent visit.
properties
25- Window-glaaa
Wyman's "peak load" comes in the
with leaders of business, industry, ag
42- Join
26- Creeniah finch (pi.) 1- Edgei
have a try at "Major Rowes' amateur comradesout on the Paciflc Coast, at tlielr cottage “Periwinkle House"
Miss Myrtie Reever, who has been
43- Assisted
forenoon and in the latter part of the
29-Cabinet for clothe* 2- Publlsh
riculture and labor.
hour. At the same time, on her But after all he’s only on a leave of have returned to New York and Con- visiting her sister Mrs. Bessie Mona
45- A venerated woman
3- Otherwlae
33- Dens
A six-week house-to-house census afternoon and that is when the
han fn Scar'dak. N. Y.. has returned
46- Dealer in clothe
4- Hopelessnes
own Dick's sweetheart essays to en- absence from the
Marines, and necticut.
34- Prefix. Equal
greatest
volume
of
water
runs
out.
will then be conducted in typical
48- Stomach of a rumi
5- Stairway
35- Box
ter
her
voice
into
the
competition
when,
at
the
end
of
his
furlough
he's
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Overlock.
Miss
,
home.
counties, towns and cities to "test" At those times the station passes too
nant used as food
6- Preserves In aalt
36- An animal
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders
49- Violently killed
7- Original (abbr.)
37- Wireleaa
the accuracy of the information sup much water for the industries below Thls u Doris Weston- a lovel>' and shipped with the rest of his company Hortense Wilson and Lionel Wilson
50- Hardy
8- lt it (Contr.)
and at other times not enough Most tainted newcomer to movies. She to China, he has a chance to re- of Thomaston called Sunday on Mrs. of Lynn. Mass., were weekend visitors
33-Epoch
plied voluntarily.
of the industrkiX*Tun level" “«r't get by The Majors famous deem himself with a splendid bit of s. E. Seavey.
termination
9- Plot of dramatic
at L. I. Mank's. L. L. Orff's, and J.
39-Abound
Biggers, head of the Libby-Owens51- Small stream
work
41- High card (pi.)
L. Flanders.’
and
require
a
constant
supply
of
8ong
stops
her.
But
Dick
becomes
a
heroism,
which
restores
him
to
everyMr
and
Mrs
Joseph
8antry
of
52- Plan
10- Klnd of dog (pi.)
Ford Plate Glass Company of Toledo,
42- Blemishe*
Mr. and Mrs H B Bovey motored
water
tremendous successone’s goqd graces.—adv.
53- ltalian coin
11- Critical (abbr.)
44-Perfumes
New York Citv who spent the week
Ohio, emphasized that the census
54- Turkith official
12- Milltary assistant
46- Degrade
end with Fred Waldo, returned home Saturday t0 Portland returning
After a study of this situation the
would be "purely voluntary." An in
55-Scar
13- Want
47- Oucke (Oba.)
Sunday.
accompanied
by
their
daugh
Monday.
tensive “educational'’ campaign is power company engineers decided
VINALHAVEN
ORFF'S CORNER
58-Diminutive
48- Large plant
21-Faatene
ter
Miss
Carolyn
Bovey
and
John
planned to convince the unemployed that construction of a dam at Solon
Ronnie K. Newcomb and daughter
Jean of New York City.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
it is "to their benefit and the na would create a pond below Bingham
Union Church Circle will serve
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Creamer. Mrs Margaret of Skowhegan was weekMr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude and
which
would
level
out
the
flow
of
the
tion's benefit" to register, he said.
supper at the vestry tonight at 5.30. Benjamin Creamer. Miss Gladys end visitors at the home of Herman! ch7dren and LwteZ Black" visUed birthday. Games were enjoyed and J
John L. Lewis, head of the Corn- river and let the industries below
Mrs. Keith Carver was hostess to Creamer and friend of Lynn. Mass . Simmons
refreshments served.
Industrial Organization.
«
Knit-Wits. Tuasd.y «#». Ml.
~
Sldn.y Davls Jr.
,,.,r„«l
"
Mrs. Richard Adams. Miss Eliza- '
and one of the conferees, said he be- permit tne company to maxe large Mabelle Bain of Owls Head, being
a vtsit in Massachusetts
beth Tuplin of Plymouth. Mass., and |
Mrs. O. Bowden, and children
lieved "a very practical program will variations for its own benefit. In
t of honor
Luncheon was of Thomaston were guests Saturday
’
Miss Ether Bryll of New Bedford.
be developed out of it.
| other words, it would permit a nor- sen.ed
of Mr and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Am°n* th“C, W?° attended ,he passed the weekend with relatives
Mass., were weekend guests of Mr. '
"The census will add to the sum mal flow of the river at all times.
.
recent Adventist Conference were. in Hallowell. Miss Adelia Gilpatrick
totJi of ou^knowledge and make Z
Present fluctuation of the flow of h Mr and Mrs °<ra d
and
J°hn KelIey’ AUgUSta; returned with them for a week's visit. and Mrs. Russell McLeod.
sible a practical approach to 7he the river upsets the operations of ha'e be€"
*
R "h daughter Mary’ Mrs Rose WatU and Rev and Mrs. Waldron. Cahada; Rev
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
SUNSET
problem of what should be
done mills farther down,it is said, and Par€nts’• r an ‘ rs, eeman 0
daughter Miss Rose Watts and Frank 8nd Mrs. Legrou Rev. Samuel Clark daughter Elsa were guests Sunday at
prooiem oi wiiai anuuiu oe
uuur
eru returned Saturday to SouthFriendship; Rev. Mr. Bodge, Min J. L. Flanders;
about the unemployed,’’ he said. “We the Solon Dam willcorrect that.
bridge Mass
Morris, all of Tenant's Harbor, were
turn; Rev. Augustus Thompson. Mr.
Everett Dunham arrived Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mank enter
are cooperating wholeheartedly.”
j The pond to be created by the
’
callers Sunday at Albert Elwell's.
and Mrs. Charles Murphy and Mr. tained last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. from Paul Smith's, New York, ac
Boris Shishkin, representing Presi- I new dam will run back about three
A Part>’ was glven
m«ht
M"' Enah Orff' accompanied by and Mrs Ajlie 0USj,man> Friendship; Osborne Welt and son of the village. companied by Leroy Dunham anc}{
dent William Green of the American miles. Construction of a vuiivicic
concrete b->' —
Mr and Mrs. O V Drew and Mr
Federation of Labor, likewise en- I dam with a 3S-foot head, is planned and Mrs. E. A. Smalley at the horn#
j' ’"
s^turfav and^Sunday • T' and
Albe“ Barnes and, Ralph Robinson and family of War- Alfred Dunham. He returned to New
dorsed the plan. He pointed out that at present with the possibility of a of the latter m honor of Mr and *. ' ’
Ruth Orff and‘
Mabel . f*11ldren of BeIfast: Mrs- whlte- Owls, ren. Simon Murphy and family ln York the following day.
the federation recently estimated ap-! higher head at some time in the Mrs. Bert Smith, who are home from «unMi& Kutn vrn ana miss anaoe Head; Mr*. May Stanley. Friendship; honor of Mr. Mank's birthday and
Emery Cole is employed in Ston- )
the federation recently estimated ap
DEER1SLE
Borneman.
Mrs. Alice Marshall and Mrs. Chris- '• that of their son Albert. Games were ington.
proximately 8,000.000 were un- ' future if the present branch of the Augusta for a short vacation. SupMrs. Minnie Earle returned Sunday i tine Dorman, Rockland,
played and refreshments served.
employed.
! Maine Central railroad, which paral- P*1- was served followed by a social
Mrs. Alta Pagan is visiting Mrs. : Mr and Mrs. Laurence Pickering
to Auburn after passing two weeks ' George Stuart and Mrs. Charles
and Frank Lufkin are spending the
Mrs. Lillian Bond of Boylston. Lucy Northrop.
The committee of cabinet officers ’-els the river, ls ever abandonedhouri Brown and son Walter of South Mass., is visiting her brother, Wil
week in the Adirondacks.
and agency chiefs set up by the ConA dam and pulp mill at the site
Arrangements are being made with her brother Percy R. Ludwig.
Dorothy Hutchinson and Shirley1
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bessey of Friend- . Portland were guests Sunday of Mr. bur Stratton.
Mrs. Doris Christie of New York is
gressional resolution authorizing the was owned by fie (International for the annual fair of Pleasant River
Hutchinson of Stonington recently
census will approve a 14 point ques- Paper Company even before the rail- Grange, to be held at Grange hall , £hiP visited Sunday with Mr. and and Mrs. Ulysses Davis
Harry Miller and Miss Jessie Mil spent a few days with Mr and Mrs. *uest of her father CaP1' Crockett
, Fred Waldo had as callers Sunday. ler of the village made a visit Wed
tionnaire.
Iroad was built and it was only re- Saturday. This promises to be the Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Dowe ai Beecn Hill
Emery Cole.
Mrs. James Hall returned Tuesday Mrs. Lucy Smith and Leo McDonald nesday at O. Bowden's.
It will not call for information re- ! cently that the Central Maine pui - event of the week. Doors will open
Miss Shirley Eaton spent the weekMrs. Burton Brown has returned
Callers Sunday at Harry McIntire's
garding former or habitual unemploy-' chased the water rights and prop- at 9 o'clock and selling begin at 10 to Elmore after a week's visit with her of Glenmere, also Robert Ames and
1 end with her aunt Mrs. G. C. Hardy
from
Bath
where
she
has
been
visit

daughter.
Mrs.
Albert
Elwell.
i
his
bride.
were Mr. and Mrs. George Tinney,
ment, Biggers said, because a “point erty- A moderately sized generatin' o'clock. Big attractions will be ofJ at ti^ Ocean View Hotel. Stonington.
her sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon A. Achorn re- j Merrill Chadwick and George Davis Mrs. Bradstreet. Miss Etta Blacking ingElecta
of that kind is not accurately ascer- station is planned as part of the new fered in all booths
Wood of Stonington recently * Miss Kate C SVlveater visited Wed'
t were visitors Saturday ln Belfast.
project. No estimate of costs has
ton and Miss Avis Blackington of
tainable on a census blank."
Marguerite Chapter O.E.S meets turned Friday to Belmont. Mass.
visited her mother. Mrs. Arthur nesda* with her niece Mrs Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson and
Mrs. Maude Anthony went Satur- Rockland.
been given by the power company.
Monday night.
Colby.
Miss
Margaret
Cuthbertson
spent
the
day
to
Vinalhaven
to
visit
her
sister
Eaton.
Ralph
Flanders
of
Portland
was
a
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Department President of the La week end in Dexter.
Herbert Marshall returned from
Mrs. Margaret Raymond.
visitor Sunday at the home of hls
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell were In
West Penobscot Bay—Marshall
RAZORVILLE
dies of the G.A.R Mrs. Eva Erving
yachting Wednesday.
The Laymen's Gospel Team held a
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Beal and parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders. Bangor on a recent visit.
Point Lighted Bell Buoy 8 renamed
of Woodfo.ds will inspect the work at
Alfred Dunham returned SaturMrs Herbert Dickenson and son of the meeting Friday. A 5 o'clock sup service Friday night at the church, daughter, Arlene and Mrs. Laura Miss Marian Flanders returned with
Douglas Knowlton returned SatLong Island Lighted Bell Buoy 8.
In the absence of J. Clarence Moody, Rawley were callers Monday on Nora him for a few days.
.
o
,»»»»«
da
V from Upper
St. Regis Lake in
Augusta
were
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
urday to Summit, N. J., after passing
,
Muscongus Bay—New Harbor—Im
per will be served by Carrie Fifield,
the meeting was in charge of Dr H. Clark. They went the following day
the Adirondacks.
Lotta
Jones
last
Sunday
on
a
visit.
Mrs.
Dorothy
Coombs
and
Miss
provements in buoyage made Sep
Margie Chilles. Joyce Ames and Doris
a few days with Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
Mrs. Lillian Trust and Mrs. Edna
Dorothy Muir attended the teachers'
tember 27; New Harbor Lighted Belli The Federal road extension toward Youngquist.
____ =,___ The meeting will be V. Tweedie. The message was deliv to Penacook, N. H.
Knowlton.
ered by Miss Bernice Newbert on Lhe
•j Barbour of Bangor and Mrs. Cler
County Convention Monday in Wis
Buoy 2 was established in 132 feet, ■Nortb Washineton is fast nearing I caUed at 7 o clock
Martin Snowden who is employed mont Dunham of Ellsworth were in
subject, 'Thp Christian's Race " Ac
completion.
casset.
SWAN'S ISLAND
&00 yards. 96 degrees from Halftide
Mrs. Annie Beverage of North Ha cordion selections by the young lady
on the yacht Hy-Mes-Ro passed the town Tuesday to attend the funeral
Lester
Black
visited
friends
here
Mrs.
Alfred
Little
of
Bristol
visited
Ledge Beacon. Buoy is red and
ven was recent guest of her brother from the Rockland group who pre
over the weekend.
of their cousin Donald Knowlton.
Mrs. Mabie Stanley returned Sat Sunday with her sister. Mrs. Sarah weekend at home.
shows a white flash every 4 seconds,
Freeman Leadbetter.
Mrs. Lucy Bruce has closed her cot
sided at the piano, were much en urday after several months stay in Sidensparker.
Mrs.
Edith
Overlock
attended
fu

Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce closed her coWflash 0.4 second, eclipse 3.6 seconds,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones have joyed.
tage at ^Salmon Point.
*• tage Friday and returned to New
neral services Sunday for Charles
Portland.
Mrs.
L.
L.
Mank
and
Phyllis
Bow

oi 140 candlepower, 12 feet above
Miss Ruth Pagan is attending Uni Jersey.
Bartlett. Rev. Harold Nutter ofifl- closed Rockaway Inn. and went MonA group of friends spent a pleasant
Mrs. Margaret Sprague has been ers wlere guests Monday of Mrs,
water, visible 7 miles. Flat Rock
versity of Maine.
clated and there was a large gather- daV w Belfast They were accom- evening Saturday with Misses Enah j spending three weeks with relatives Lizzie Ames in Rockland.
Buoy 2 was renumbered 4. Salt Pond
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reiser have
ing present to pay their last re- Panied by Miss Dorothy Cobb, who Orff. Ruth Orff and Mabel Borneman in Presque Isle.
Mrs. M. Emma Winchenbach. who
Ledges Bell Buoy was discontinued.
returned to New Jersey after spending
spects to a fine neighbor and worthy wtth Mr. and Mrs. Jones will attend at their summer home here. The
District
Supt.
A.
A.
Callahan
of
has
been
visiting
her
daughter
Mrs.
Somes Sound—McCormick Beacon
citizen.
1 Union Fair.
time was spent in singing familiar Augusta was a visitor Sunday at the L. I. Mank and other relatives dur the summer at their cottage here.
was removed for the winter season on
Robert Watts passed the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brann were
Freeman Leadbetter made a busl- hymns led by Miss Cora Merry with home of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland J. ing the summer, returned Saturday
Sept. 24.
visitors Sunday in Cooper's Mills.
j ness trip Wednesday to Rockland.
guitar accompaniment. Mrs. Board- Trask.
to Bedford, Mass., accompanied by in Sunset.
Frank Lufkin recently accompanied
Mrs Etta Miller returned Sunday
Mrs
K. Coombs returned man and Miss Merry sang a duet and
A. G. Sprague is building a boat her grandson, Edwin G. Mank who
MICKIE SAYS—
from a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Monday from a visit with Mr. and a ladies' quartet consisting of Mrs. for George Smith.
will visit relatives in Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Pickering to,
New York to visit Mr. and Mrs. Ev
Boardman. Miss Merry. Miss Watts
Willard Clark.
; Mrs. Kendall Hatch.
Ronald Chandler and family have vicinity a few days.
Doctor! say your kidneyi contain 13 mlh
Mrs. Maude Howard was guest ]
Mrs. S. W. Little, son Samuel and erett Dunham.
of tiny tube* or filters which help to purify tfc
TH BOSS SEX HE POUT WAHT
Chester Colson of Rockland is and Mrs. Ela sang several selections. moved to the house owned by William
Mr. and Mrs. S. B Knowlton and blood and keep vou healthy. Most people pai
Sunday of Leola Chadwick while the
Cake
and
coffee
were
served,
after
Stanley
of
Rockland.
Arthur
Ellingwood
of
Bristol
were
at
TO APPEAR HARO, BUT RUtJWIklG
visiting relatives in town.
about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of wash
Bartletts attended funeral services |
Frequent or scanty passages with smartin
A NEWSPAPER IS JUST A PLAII4
which all joined in singing “God be j Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge and C. Bowers' home Sunday on a visit, Miss Annie Whitney were Bangor
and burning ah owe there may be somethin
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyford
Ross
rcturned
BUSINESS PROPOSITION, AUD IT
for Charles Bartlett.
with you till we meet again." Those daughter, Leila, were entertained Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Webster of Fair- visitors Saturday.
wrong with your kidneya or bladder.
IS UP TO HIIA TO eottECT FOR
An excess of acids or poisons in your blooc
Edith Overlock was a caller Sun- Monday from Boston
Mrs. .Vivian iLufkin has returned when
present were Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Friday at the home of Mrs. Alden field. Mr and Mrs George Moody
due to functional kidney disorders, ma
eVRYTHlUG IU TH' PAPER THAT
day on Mrs. Hayward and daughter.
Arrangements are being made to ! Keene and son Wayne, Mrs. Clara Stanley.
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumati
from
Old
Town.
and Miss Mildred Moody were callers
AIUT STRICTLY MEWS, SO HE
pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and er
Joan, and with Mrs. Johnston at- form a High School Orchestra, under Orff, Mrs. Flora Boardman, Mrs. Hilda
er<y. getting up nights, swelling, puffinei
KIM PAY HIS BILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Campbell have
Miss Una Clark of Augusta spent
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
tended the service at Pierpont yard
direction of Joseph Kittredge Achorn. Miss Clara Watts, Mr. and returned to Massachusetts after the weekend with Miss Myrtie Reever.
Don't wait! Ask vour druggist for Doan'
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
band
leader.
>
ill«, used successfully by milhons for over <
for Sydney Harmon of Providence.
Mrs Ray Ela. Mrs. Amber Childs. spending the summer here as guests They motored Friday to Ocean Point.
They live happy relief and will help tl
Rev. Charles Lowell Hallowell was
15 miles of kidney tunes flush out poisonoi
High School Assembly was held the Mrs. Ada Elwell and daughter Eliza of Rev. and Mrs. George Bailey. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Bean and
easts from your blood.. Get Doan•’e -*•••
Pill*
Alfred
Standish
and
Ralph
Win

the minister.
past week and this program present beth. Miss Cora Merry. Mr. and Mrs. Campbell is native of this town and children of South Warren, Mrs. Cora
chenbach
of
Friendship
attended
the
ed: Bible reading by Newman Walls; Lincoln Creamer and the hostesses.
much of her time was passed ia look Bean and Merrick Bean of Appleton,
MUST BE FORFEITED
piano salo, “Liebestraum." Rebecca
ing up oldtime friends and relatives. Mrs. Merle Ames and Allison Ames teachers’ convention Monday in Wis
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Duncan; piano solo, “Rustic Dance"
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Smith are of Ckmden called Sunday on Mrs casset.
NORTH WALDOBORO vacationing on the mainland.
Justice Powers Rules Thus on Seized Marian Webb; tap dance. Charlotte
Walter White who boards with the
N. Miller.
Steamboat Co.
Slot Machines
Webster; piano solo, “Black Hawk
The Methodist Ladies’ Society Mrs. Ethel Hanna. Miss Carolyn Standish family returned home Sat
Mr and Mrs. Earl Crosby of
urday
from
Knox
Hospital
where
he
ROCKLAND
Waltz” Stephen Hamilton; singing
served a baked bean supper last j Hanna and Mrs. Josephine Miller
Superior Court Judge Herbert T.
Windsor w^re vistors Sunday ab
underwent an operation. He is now.
lot “Star Spangled Banner;" Salute
Thursday at Redmen’s hall.
enjoyed
a
picnic
Wednesday
at
Har
Powers ruled Monday that “pin
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lexton
To the Flag; accompanist, Louise
Funeral sevices for Roger Joyce, bor Island with Round Pond friends. much Improved in health.
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
Mank.
game” machines. If declared gamb
Graham Chubbuck who has been
Burgess; march, Rebecca Duncan.
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Seth
The Social Club met last Thursday
Service To:
ling devices by a court, must be for
Ralph Joudrey and family of Joyce, were held Friday at the home
residing at Harry Rogers' home, re
with Mrs. Leavritt L. Mank. 14 be
VINALHAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN,
feited to the State, whether or not
Springfield, Mass., were weekend of his mother in in Atlantic, con
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT.
ing present. The program by Mrs turned Sunday to Dorchester, Mass.,
they were in use when seized.
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
EAGLE
SWAN’S ISLAND, AND
ducted by Rev. George Bailey. De Delora Mank contained readings, to resume teaching.
His ruling was made on an appeal
Joudrey.
FRENCHBORO
Mrs. Clara Wallace of South Union
ceased
is
also
survived
by
his
wife,
Mrs.
Edna
White,
Mrs.
Edna
Mein
Miss Edith Farnsworth passed the
from a municipal court case in which
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank and Doris; three daughters, Frances, tire and Miss Bertha Storer ;contest is visiting her niece, Mrs. C. Martin
FALL SCHEDULE
Judge Harry C. Libby ordered sev weekend with her parents, Mr. and daughter Lucille made a visit Sun
Elaine and Beverley; and two prizes won by Mrs. Mildred Gammon Collamore.
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
eral machines forfeited although he Mrs. Bion Farnsworth at Hull’s Cove. day at E. D. Mank’s.
Miss Edith Winchenbach of New
brothers, Charles and Donald. Burial and Mrs. Nellie Reever. The next
A. M.
P. M.
Frank
E.
Bracy,
Jr.
of
Springfield,
had acquitted their operators of per
York is guest of Mrs. Edna Turner.
9.00 Arr. Rorkland,
Lv.2.15
was at Rose Hill cemetery.
Leslie
Wiles
who
has
employment
meeting
will
be
at
the
South
Warren
mitting gambling because the ma Vt., is visiting his parents, Mr. and
8.00 Arr. North Haven, Lv. 3.25
in
North
Grafton,
Mass.,
is
passing
Grange hall Saturday when Men’s
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.35
chines were out of order when police Mrs. Frank E. Bracey.
Night will be observed.
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Arr. 5.40
Mrs. George M. Dodge of Sunset is two weeks’ vacation with his mother,
WE BUY
made their raidsRead Up
Read Down
Mrs. James Mank remains serious
Walker Delaware Feed Store Appellants’ attorneys contended guest of her daughter, Mrs. Earl Mrs. Annie Veino.
John Burnheimer and family
ly 111 and is attended by Dr. Camp
VINALHAVEN LINE
such seizure was illegal, but Judge ' Brown.
AND SILVER
38 Park St., Rockland
bell.
A. M.
P.M.
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn passed spent Sunday at Martin's Point.
Powers upheld Judge Libby’s con
CLARENCE
E. DANIELS
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.15
Managed by Ted Walker
The Methodist Ladies Aid will hold
Twenty relatives and friends gave
a day in Vinalhaven recently.
tention
that
the
machines
were
JEWELER
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 8.20
Former manager of
Mrs. Marie Heath a surprise party 370 MAIN ST.
Earl Brown is slowly improving In a fair Oct. 5 at Maple Grange hall.
gambling instruments in themselves
ROCKLAND
Walker Feed and Grain Co.
111-tf
A chicken supper will be served.
Monday night in observance of her
health.
and thus liable to seizure.
Tel. 616

W

Who’s Out Of Job?

HELP
KIDNEYS PAS!
31BS. A DAY

OLD GOLD
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Every-Other-Day

WALDOBORO

With Extension Agents

The Rum Question

It Takes Fine Tea
To Make Fine Tea

Mrs. Henry Palmer of Nobleboro
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. P. Some Pertinent Comment On
Mason.
AND THE
the Subject Made By Me
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger have
domak
Resident
returned to Hartford. Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz and Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
their guest Mrs. Howard Barnes,
A well known radio speaker writ
SALADA TEA meets every test of
have returned to Wollaston, Mass.
ing in one of Boston’s newspapers,
Rolliston Linscott of Melrose, says ''Prohibition failed" because— I
fine quality. In flavor—in aroma—
Mass., and Charles Linscott of Need Mass production enforced by a govin color
it is unequaled. Enjoy
A<r lelt ure
, Oct. 1, Simonton; Oct. 6 Bristol; i brough was announcer. Candy was ham Mass., were recent guests of i ernment is no good, for the reason '
Very favorable reports are being Oct. 7. Montsweag and Camden; and > on sale anda social hour ofgames their mother, Mrs. Jennie Linscott. that it is on a mass basis. “Whatever
the taste-thrill of fine tea—buy
received from the State egg laying Oct. 8, Sheepscot and Whitefield. Be was enjoyed at theendof the
proMrs. I. P. Bailey has returned Prohibition is done should be done
by
parents
in
the
family"
adding
fur

from a visit in Newport.
contest at Highmoore. George Cole- sureto bring one jar of fruit and grant.
ther, "I for one would like to see
man Jr.’s pen of R. I. Reds is third cne Jar of a non-acid vegetable to
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey of
Moderation (substituted for IProhi- J
in the red group and fourth in the ; your meeting,
Surry were visitors recently at Nellie
PLEASANT POINT
bition."
contest. Up to Sept. 15 this pen of
• • • •
Overlocks’
in the first place. Prohibition did j
farewell picnic was tendered
ten birds had averaged 272 eggs, j Household Buying meetings with
Mrs. Martha Packard of Los An not fail financially (and that seems'
Poster Jameson’s pen of barred rocks the home demonstration agent will be! Sunday to Miss Edith Orne at Caul- geles. ls passing the week with Mrs. tQ be the meter by which a„ things
was third among the rocks with 224 held next week:
weU Island- In the group of merry- Rosetta Packard.
! are measured now-a-days). Figures
eggs per hen.
Oct. 1, Simonton, at the commun- j makers were Mr and Mrs- Alonzo
Mrs. Ralph Pollard entertained the gjVen out Dec. 21, 1933 from the De•* • •
lty house. Mrs. John Buzzell and Seavey, Anna Seavey, Edith Orne,
Girl Scouts and the troop committee partment of Justice of the United
A new mimeographed sheet is j Mrs. Henry Carver are in charge ofIEleanor Orne, Gwendolyn Stimpson. Wednesday night at an enjoyable
States—figures compiled under the
available at the Parm Bureau office ; the noon meal.
j Oakley Ames, Laurlce Young of this waffle party.
Roosevelt administration — showed
which has been prepared by M. G. Oct 5 Nobleboro at the church !plac€ and Mr- and MrsSeavey
Mrs. Warren Colwell and two chil that prohibition Enforcement had
Huber. Agricultural Engineer of the vestry with Mrs. Eola Hatch and Iof Camden- Miss Orne went Monday
dren have been visiting relatives at paid for itself and a net gain of
Extension Service on “Good Plow Mrs. Margaret Creamer on the din-’t0 Bath where she has employment
Prospect Harbor.
1170.829 185. Good United States
ner
committee.
[
for
wlnter
ing Controls the Corn Borer.” It
Mrs,
Cecil
Barter
has
returned
;
dollars
Here are the figures—
Oct. 6. Bristol at the church vesMiss Mina Woodcock ls passing a
shows the set-up of a plow with wire
Pines
aggregating , $80,337,012; I
from
the
Maine
General
Hospital.
wlth Miss Elizabeth Young.
attachment which will handle cof* try. Mrs. Mary Crocker and Mrs few
417
confiscated
property valued at $219.Carl Hall will serve the square meal, i Lawreston Creamer is painting Portland.
stubble and fodder.
302,464; total credit, $299,639,476; j
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Titus of South
Oct. 7, Montsweag. at Mrs. Helena j Riley Oavia boat.
debit. $128.810 291. Net gain. $170.- of the National, State and City
"covering from Eliot were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A nominating committee meeting Hodgdon’s with Mrs. Helena Hodg- ! Mrs Eva DavU
829.185.
Fathers." It is deplorable, but many
Atwood Levensaler recently.
will be held Saturday at Lincoln Ter don. Mrs Gertrude Munsey and Mrs. ■ an attack srlppe.
• • * •
of
our children will learn to drink.
race in Newcastle at 12.30. The fol- Flora Munsey on the dinner com- | Mrs' william 11811 has returned to
Miss Beatrice Barnard, R. N. of
We have an idea, that evei. a few Temperance Education helps keep
Massachusetts.
Boston
is
visiting
her
parents
at
the
mittee.
lowing are on this committee: Mrs.
, millions would not come amiss on the I the chi]d from tbe drink.
Mrs. Blanche Wilson, Miss Melba Methodist parsonage,
SPOOK PICTURES
Harold Hagjgett, North Edgecomb;
' credit side of the budget these days.
-p^g prohibition Law helps keep
j Ulmer and Joseph Crittenden of
An impressive candlelight service
Mrs. Gladys Linscott. Burkettville
At the solicitors' meeting in Edge- Walker’s Corner, Thomaston, were was held at the Baptist Church Sun Under "Parental Responsibility" the drink from the child, ln the same
picture, the ghost being a person
and Mrs. Fannie Weaver, Orff's Cor
writer says: "Control of drinking way that the laws concerning mur
comb, Mrs. Laura Greenleaf, solicitor, visitors Sunday at the home of Mr. day with the pastor. Rev. C. Vaughan ithe
dreBsed as such. Then a second ex
,
...
generation
to
generation,
there
ner will represent the women; Clar
_„
. _
„
is a matter of education—It is de- der, kidnaping, burglary etc. etc., help
had already received money from six ( and Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson.
have always been honest people posure was made for half the time
ence Walker, Aina; Norris Waltz, old members and one new member. ' Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse recent Overman and Rev. O. G. Barnard of plorable that parents would encour- to abbreviate the number of the
who claimed to have seen ghoBts. given the first exposure. In other
the Methodist Church presiding. This
Damariscotta; and Henry Keller,
i age or tolerate a habit which they above crimes.
And during the three generations words, It was simply the old trick
ly
entertained
a
party
of
friends
at
was
in
honor
of
the
Sesqui-CentenWest Rockpoort will represent the
E. M Studley,
know will only be harmful to thelr
since photography came into exist
4-H Club Notes
their cottage here.
nial of signing of the Constitution and
men.
27.
Medomak.
Sept.
children,
destroy
thelr
health
and
ence people believing In ghosts have
Mrs. Bertha Orne accompanied her appropriate musical selections and
Local contests to be held this week
• • • •
maintained that, since ghosts have
j break down their morals"—thus he
are:
Hope.
Alford
Lake
4-H,
Oct.
i,
[
dau
8rHter.
Edith,
to
Bath
last
Sunday,
tableaus added to the program.
The active campaign of the Enoxbeen seen, they can be photo
lays
the
entire
blame
of
the
exces

returning the same day.
Both Boy and Girl Scouts took part
GORHAM NORMAL
graphed.
Linccln County Parm Bureau mem at 3; Hope Hatchet Mt. (boys) and
sive
drinking
by
the
young
people
of
Laurlce Nicholson of Monhegan and a large audience expressed great
Even though no ghost believer,
bership drive is now underway in all Willing Workers (girls) Oct. 1. at 7j
by Agnes Bickford
I
today,
on
the
parents.
when confronted by one, seems ever
organized communities of the coun- Jefferson Cheerio Oct. 2. at 130; Island passed the weekend at L. B. appreciation of the entire program.
It has been stated many times by
to have had a camera handy to prove
i Stimpson's.
Rally Day at the Methodist Church
ties. Many favorable reports have I South Liberty. Queen Bees, on Oct.
Miss Rose Flanagan of Rockland
, economists and students of Social
this claim, speculation on the ques
will
be
observed
Sunday
at
10.45.
been received from the solicitors. i 2. at 4; Owl's Head, l ucky 13 and ;
Welfare, that the Town or City, the has resigned her office as president
tion has gone so far as to suggest !
The
worship
period
will
be
in
charge
Mrs Laura Greenleaf of Edgecomb. Go Ahead Oct 2, at 7.30; East Union.
that, surely, photographic chemistry
SEARSMONT
State, the Nation, ls really a larger of the Dramatics Club in order to ac
of the Sunday School with special
had seven members before the com Cheerio Dozen. Oct. 4. at 4; Tenant's
will some day evolve an emulsion
home, governed on the same princi cept the position of edttor-ln-chlef
features Including the dedication of
sensitive to the emanations of the
mittee meeting was held in her com Harbor and Port Clyde (boys and
of the school year book the Green
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. P
ples as the family.
spirit world, if such there be. The ,
munity. Clifton Walker of Aina, ob girls), on Oct. 4 at 7; Pleasantville. Adelbert Dunton were Mr. and Mrs. flags presented by the Home-mak
Now if the town or city "Fathers" and White.
discovery and photographic use of
tained several old members and a new (boys and girls), on Oct. 5 at 3.30; , Wyman Packard and son Robert of ers Society of the church. A welcome or the Governor of the State and the
• • • •
the invisible rays of the spectrum,
cne following the committee meeting Bristol Wide Awake, on Oct 8 at Portland, Mrs. Lola R. Ness and is extended to all.
Miss Agnes Bickford is appointed
“Law-making Body" or the President
infra-red and ultra-violet, and of
Rev.
O.
G.
Barnard
was
in
Ban

4; South Bristol (boys and girls) Oct. i granddaughter Priscilla Beals of
ir, his community.
of the United States and Congress— news reporter on the Oracle Board.
x-rays, Grenz rays and other kinds
gor yesterday on Conference busi
• * * *
6 at 7; Nobleboro, Sunshiny Seven on Belfast.
pf radiation for which photographic
(the Governmental Fathers and The Oracle is the school paper.
George Coleman Jr. of Wiscasset, Oct. 7, at 7; and Dresden Happy Har-, Recent callers at the home of Mr. ness.
• • • •
emulsions have been developed, is
I Mothers) have any interest in the
is now maxing up his pedigreed pen. vesters on Oct. 8 at 8.
Local teachers who attended the cj,udren of tbe National family, why
The Poetry Club held an initia
pointed to as giving grounds for the
' and Mrs. Walter Sprowl were Mr. and
'here' Associ
accAnl,
Lincoln-Sagadahoc Teachers'
Mr. Coleman has beer, trap nesting
tion picnic at the summer home of
speculation. Certainly a fascinat
• • • •
Mrs. Abner Grant of Atlantic, Mass.,
i should not they prohibit that which
ing, not to say alarming possibil
ation in Wiscasset Monday were Earle
for several years and has a very good
Miss Lorraine Fitz-Patrick at Long
The Boothbay Gainers' club served Mr and Mrs. Earl Sprowl of Apple____ _ ■>,
,
„
ls harmful—that which raises the
ity to contemplate, but meantime,
Spear. Sumner Hancock, George
strain of birds. He will have ten pens
Island. Me.. Saturday. Among those
a luncheon of sandwiches, cake, and ton; Mrs. J. D Pease and grandsons
death-rate to an exceeding great in
whether or not spooks exist, present
Carleton. Austin Miller and Miss Carfor pedigreed work this year.
initiated into this club was Miss
cocoa at their local cont -st whi'-h James and William Crockett, Miss
crease and breaks down the morals
day photography has no trouble at
You don’t believe In ghosts?
roll Stevens of the High school fac
Catherine Chisholm of Rockland.
all in making synthetic spooks.
took place ou the afternoon of Priday Eleanor Puller and Mr. and Mrs- Arof its future citizens?
Pray how did this one get there?
ulty.
Mrs.
Madeline
Kane.
Miss
Doro

Other
members
from
Knox
and
Lin

With the Homes
Behold the spook illustrated. It is
the 24th. After the luncheon, Beryl I thur Sprowl of Appleton.
Do not the town or city. State and
thy Coombs. Mrs. Lillian Boggs. Miss
coln Counties who attended the pic
Leader meetings scheduled on To Butler told tnose present about her i
the work of an amateur photog of double exposure, by which all
....
National Fathers and “Mothers" en
Agnes Creamer. Mrs Carrie Perry, i . ,
.
.
.
nic were Miss Louise Eugley. Lin
rapher. How was it made? First, sorts of weird miracles may be per
matoes Many Ways next week are: trip to State Camp in Orono this
,, .
...
•’ act laws to prevent and punish murBryant-Kimball Reunions
with the camera on a tripod, the door formed ln photography, depending
Miss Grace Yorke, Miss Agnes',
,
...
colnville; Miss Evelyn Knight, Cam
Friendship, Oct. 1. at Mrs. Hattie i summer.
,,. _ ...
der, kidnaping, burglary etc, etc. etc.
was photographed and the camera upon the Ingenuity of the photogra
The
fourth
annual
reunion
of
the
Creamer.
Miss
Dorothy
Muir.
Mis.P
den;
Miss
Rose
Flanagan.
Rockland;
Lawry’s. Mrs. Hattie Lawry and I
• • • •
,
such laws request and Miss Agnes Bickford. Damari
shutter closed. Then without the pher. Ghost pictures are among the
Bryant and Kimball families was Ida Winchenbach. Miss Lois Harkins. °
Mrs. Eva Russell have charge of the
The boys in the Pownalboro Oood
....
(that people use moderation in their
camera's being moved or the film simplest.
,
„ ..
scotta.
square meal for health.
Will ctub of West Alna with CUf. held Sunday at Victor Grange hall Mrs Althea Winchenbach. Mrs. Mar- cr.minalilties?
John van Guilder.
wound, the ghost walked into the
because
National
•
•
•
•
with 60 in attendance. The tables garet Rowland, Miss Rachel Orff and
North Edgecomb, Oct. 5, at Mrs. ' ton Walker leader, put on a very
laws
or,
Mass
production
is
no
good?
were prettily decorated with flowers Alfred Standish.
At a student council meeting of the
Ruth Haggett’s with Mrs. Rose Moore j clever program at their local contest. end a Dicnlc dinner of baked
aucted during the summer and re
three upper classes Miss Mary Sleep
and Mrs. Achsa Caton on the din- iThey planned it and nre«.n-ert it
“ P
‘d
of baked beans,
ROCKPORT
I know of a father and mother, er of South Thomaston was elected
lumed to hls home here.
ner committee
Mrs Tz»tti. Rntiee
..J P
1
presfin ed 11pastries
and coffeewas served,
ner committee. Mrs Lottie Butler without any supervision or help and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDonnell
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed returned
many of them, who have always tak to represent the fourth year students
An Islesford family of 15 attended,
WEST
WALDOBORO
and Mrs. Rosa Davis will conduct the ■ each boy took part. Herbert Yarhave returned from New York where Sunday to Roxbury after a few days
en especial care to educate their on the House Committee.
in
this
group
being
Mr.
and
Mrs.
meeting.
; _________________ ______________
• • • •
they attended the American Legion visit with her mother Mrs. Minnie
Alonzo Bryant, flve children and eight
Agnes Creamer, Althea Winchen children to abstain from Alcoholic
Rockport Oct. 5 at Mrs.. Inez Pack- ‘
j Weed
Miss Roberta Holbrook of Rock convention.
beverages
—
if
there
were
13
or
more
grandchildren.
Other
relatives
hailed
bach and Ida Winchenbach attended
ard's with Mrs. Margaret Gregory
] children in the family would these port has been accepted as a member
Miss Roberta Holbrook who enMrs. Fdward Skinner went Tuesday
PATRONIZE
YOUR
| from Camden, Rockland and several
and Mrs. Mildred Rhodes serving the
the County Teachers' Convention
same parents be obliged to advocate of the Dramatics Club.
tered Gorham Normal School this fall to New Rochelle. N. Y„ to bring back
; other towns.
Monday in Wiscasset.
noon meal and Mrs. Inez Packard in |
• • • •
moderation in order to avoid Mass
as a member of the freshmen class Mr Skinner who has been a hospiI Officers were re-elected, namely:
charge of the meeting
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Fitzgerald' Productlon?
At the weekly meeting of the has been chosen as a member of ths tai patient there for several months.
j
Mary
Bryant,
president;
Abbie
Bry

Edgecomb. Oct. 6. at the town hall
have been entertaining friends from
Frank Campbell of Newton Mass.,
And yet, when the town or city Young Women's Christian Associa Dramatic Club
ant, vice president; Alonzo Bryant,
with Mrs. Inez Sherman and Mrs
Hollywood, Calif.
| was in town Wednesday calling on
"Fathers*
’ and " Mothers" vote to tion this coming Thursday Miss Rose
i
second
vice
president;
Wyman
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Rhodes,
Jr.
Mollie Sherman on the dinner com
Who is ready to serve you
The Wesley Society will serve a license alcoholic liquors, right at the Flanagan will read the play “The spent the weekend at their camp at friends. Mr. Campbell is a former
Drinkwater. secretary-treasurer; Samittee. Miss Annie Adams will con- '
365 days in the year
baked
bean supper Oct. 7 in the doors of the home; when the news Eeau of Bath."
! die Robinson. Abbie Bryant. Mary
Norton's Pond- They had as guests resident of this town and he received
duct the meeting.
• • • •
chapel.
a glad hand from all his old asso
papers
(there
are
newspapers
whose
Bryant,
Ora
Bryant.
Aleta
Bryant,
• • • •
Members from Knox and Lincoln Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes.
Silsby’s Flower Shop
ciates.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach, owners and editors cannot be bought
committee
on
arrangements.
Local canning contests will be held
Mrs.
Blanche
McDonnell
hv
re

TEL. 318-W
counties included In the Glee Club
Thp program consisted of piano Misses Ida Winchenbach and Elea by the Liquor Traffic) of the coun are Miss Catherine Chisholm, second sumed her duties at the Rorkland
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
in the following communities:
lOOtf
solos, mandolin and vocal selections, nor Winchenbach were Rockland try advertise the virtues and health soprano; Miss Feme Browne and Fuel Co., after a two weeks' va
Oct. 5, Nobleboro and Rockport.
giving qualities of liquors. Fifteen
and tap dancing. Arthur Jackson visitors Saturday.
cation.
Miss Agnes Bickford, altos.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Waltz and' representative dally newspapers ln 15
gave the historical biography of his
Thc Farm Bureau will mest Oct.
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE FUNDS
grandfather who was one of the Ethel Winslow were visitors Saturday of the largest cities in the United
There will be a meeting of the 5 at the home of Mrs Margaret Cseg- J. Herbert Blastow, About
States poured all of 14.811,757 print Knox-Lincoln Counties Club this
flrst men to make a shipment out of in Rockland.
100%
ory, Glen Cove. Subject for discus
To Leave For Snug Har
Rockland.
The Wesley Society met last Thurs ed pages of display liquor Ads—(em evening for the purpose of electing sion will be “Tomatoes in Many
The next reunion will be held the day with Mrs Viola Kuhn. 16 mem blazoned for the most part with new officers for the coming year.
bor, Hangs Himself
Ways." Dinner at noon will be in
• • • •
last Bunday ln September at the bers being present. The next meet catchy pictures and sensational head
charge of Mrs. Inez Packard and
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Brown and
Searsmont Grange hall.
ing Oct. 14 will be with Mrs. Bessie lines) into something like 3.000.000
Herbert Blastow of Rockport, aged
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes.
, homes, on the two days, July 1-2, son. Robert, of Camden visited their
Creamer.
57.
committed suicide lyesterday at his
E.
Stuart
Farnham
has
resumed
hls
1937, in order to boost the sale of daughter. Evelyn Brown, last weekend
duties
at
the
First
National
Store*
SOMERVILLE
home
on Russell avenue. The body
Intoxicants over the Fourth of July. at Gorham Normal School.
UNION
after a week's vacation sp?nt at was discovered by his wife about 8.30
• • • •
• • • •
Kenneth French has employment
The annual Superintendent's Day Swan Lake.
a. m. hanging in the shed adjoin
When these same papers carry
assisting Sumner Beane ln remod
Nazarene Church Notes
Miss Lois Burns went Wednesday
is
to be held Novmeber ninth this
glowing editorials on the great value
eling his buildings.
Fifty-eight were present at Church
to Boston where she will enter upo.i ing the house.
to the country of the Revenue de year. On this day the Normal School
Plans had been made for his return
a four year course at the Sargent
Earl Dodge has employment at School Sunday with an offering of
rived from the sale of liquors, when welcomes all those superintendents School of Physical Training.
$3 59 and 37 Bibles.
Birthday
Vickery & Hills ln Augusta.
that morning to Sailors' Snug Har
and
principals
who
are
in
any
way
the Governor of a State spends his
Mr. and Mrs Peter Ryaa and bor. from which he had arrived last
Inez Brann was at home from Au candles were lighted for James Car- time and energies and the State’s interested in the school or any of thelr
daughter
Josephine of Orono and
roll Ames, Nehemiah Ames, Norma
gusta for the weekend.
money by convening a special session former students here. This day ls Robert Ryan and son Edward cf St. Saturday. Besides the widow. Mrs.
characterized
by
a
program,
tea,
Waneta Peaslee who Is employed Howard and Hesta Cargille.
of the Legislature In order to Repeal
John, N B were guests Mondav of Eldora (Morey) Blastow. he leaves a
At morning worship Rev. J. W.
ln Augusta ls enjoying a vacation at
a law which prohibited such an evil, banquet, and the visiting of classes. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker.
sister, Mrs. Wincapaw of East Union,
Ames preached a sermon on ’ Tith
Where these lines meet
her home here.
and to legalize the death dealing
and a step daughter, Mrs, Ardelle
Mrs
Mabel
Tribou
went
Tuesday
ing."' A duet “When I Remember
FIGHTING FOR FREDDIE
Severel from here attended the
habit forming, narcotic alcoholic
to her home ln Somerville, Mas:., □ean of (Rockport. Funeral services
Calvary" was sung.
Freshman reception last Thursday
drinks because of the Revenue which Famous Juvenile Screen Star Subject after a visit at the home of her will be held Friday at 2 p. m. at the
ts
The Young People's service was
at Erskine Academy in China.
will accrue to the State through the
of Superior Court Action
brother Walter L. Ballard. Enroute Russell Funeral Home. Russell avenue.
held and the evening preaching
NFERIOR, temporary high with other types of pavement.
The teachers from this town at service was evangelistic, the pastor sale; when the President of this
she will visit ln Portland.
Mr. Blastow left a note begging for
Parents of Freddie Bartholomew,
United States and Congress (the
tended the Convention Friday in using as text. God Commands _
Frank Rider has closed his barber giveness of the family and hls Reway surfaces clamor for This statement is based on the
Every ....
, _ .
,
...
juvenile film actor, through thelr shop on North Haven which he ton- leemer for what he was about to do.
_____ ...
__ ■__ .... .u-. ! National "Fathers" and "Mothers")
Augusta.
more and ffiore maintenance actual reports of surface main
One To Repent" bringing out that |
stand for the use of alcoholic bev counsel filed notice in Los Angeles
Sumner
Beane
in
a
recent
fall
a Godly sorrow for sin is what God!
and reconstruction year after tenance costs on 135,000
erages and spend $2.500 000 of the Superior Court Tuesday that they
occasioned by stairs giving way. suf requires.
year. Eventually, any new roads miles of pavement in 21 states
people’s money ln order to give the would ask the court to set aside hls
fered a cut on his lip and a severe
are out of the question. All the — every state that publishes
Inhabitants of the Virgin Islands the adoption by hls aunt Myllicent Mary
shaking up.
annual road money goes for these records.
opportunity to manufacture "Gov Bartholomew
Mrs. Nettle Dodge called Saturday
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
The notice, filed by Avery M.
ernment House Rum"—and a quart
upkeep! Then, "the end of the
RATES*
en Leola Emery.
of the delectable (?) article is sent Blount, on behalf of Cecil Llewellyn
Jingl*
Mrs Leola Emery and Ada French
road” has been reached, both Concrete is the standard by
to Your hotel in BOSTON
which all roads are judged...
to each member of Congress, with and Lillian May Bartholomew, said
of this place accompanied by Violet
literally and figuratively.
the compliments of the Secretary of the motion would be based on
insuring maximum safety,
Knowlton of Liberty were Augusta
AU ROOMS WITH |AT«
500 Roomj
the Interior, who has the work in grounds of fraud and because of the
visitors Saturday.
SpACiAl w»«Uj) r«t«a
But Here’s Big News I
comfort and economy for mo
parents' "mistake inadvertence, sur
charge
—
Is
it
likely
that
our
children
J.
B
Dodge
of
Augusta
was
guest
Taxpayers save from $88 to torists. High visibility at night
RADIO
Saturday and Sunday at the home of Now science has developed a new (with the poison at their very doors, prise and excusable neglect.”
Blount explained thht Freddie's
$465 per mile per year in tbe ... easy on tires, gas and repairs.
SERVIDOR
his parents Mr. and Mrs. A. J. harmless method of quickly removing all the time) will continue to heed
fat. Your overweght condition is the teachings of the parents of their parents, who lived in London, were
TUB’-.SHOWER
cost of surface maintenance on Demand concrete for your
Dodge
caused by the body falling to develop
unfamiliar with United States laws
concrete highways compared roads.
sufficient energy to consume the immediate family, when the city.
Summer cottagers. Let us take down fatty excess. This is remedied by the State and National "Fathers" are en and believed that a signed agree
your
awnings, store them, insured harmless SILF formula prescribed by couraging them to drink, that the ment in which the aunt promised to
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
« NORTH STATION
return the son to them later lf they
through the winter, make necessary doctors which must quickly reduce Country may receive Revenue?
•< STEP-fromyour TRAIN' toyur ROOM ’
347 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
your excess weight or your money Im
asked
for
him.
would
be
effective,
repairs
and
rehang
them
next
spring.
Yea,
verily,
they
all
will
not.
Our
I!i
mediately refunded. Eat what you
Very reasonable cost, Tel. 1262-W. like, enjoy a new life of pleasure. Buy children will say “Father and Mother despite hls adoption by her. Hear
A national organization to knprovo and oxtond th« umi ot
eonento through Montitlc ranordi and •nginuinng field work.
Rcckland Awning Co., 16 Willow St. a box of SILF today at C. H. Moor are "old fashioned" “narrow minded.” ing on the motion was set for tomor
& Co,
and will be apt to follow the example row.
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New England s favorite for nearly half-a-century

Cjt,, SNAPSHOT CUIL
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A Rockport Suicide

“THE END OF THE ROAD”

I

SHAME FAT! LOSE
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Where Is Sandford?

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column *

H

WANTED

♦

Advertisements In this column not to ♦
nrtiiibu
t
Rally Day will be observed at the
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
o. •*••«'••••••••• IP
Baptist Church Sunday by special cents three times for 50 cents. AddlAgain the Question Arises
.exercises in
tho r-hlirch
Crhnnl Tonic
onewords
time
USED or old Bamboo fly rods, wanted
ln the
enuren bcnooi
topic , tional
1Q centlines
, fQr five
threecents
UmMeach
alxfor
8mall
As Repairs Proceed On the
at once, ln trade for new; liberal allow
ance on rods ln stock Will trade some
for the morning worship wlll be j to a line.
shot guns and deer rifles. H. H. CRIE
Yacht Coronet
, "The Wheel with Pour Faces." A
■
. ■ «L
CO.. Sporting Goods Dept. Rockland.
115-120
union
service
will
be
held
at
7
o'clock
Is Rev. Prank W, Sandford, selfCASH for old magazines. TKL. 1222.
j at the Bapttst Church. Rev. H. I. I
117-119
■ styled modern ‘‘Elijah" and leader of
Holt to preach the sermon.
DRY Hard Wood wanted. TEL. 25.
the Holy Ghost and Us Society, which
117-119
45 South Main St.
| The quarterly meeting of the Lin
TAN DACHSHUND lost, answers to
WASHINGS wanted to do. 21 LISLE
flourished a quarter-century ago in
"Skippei;"
Worcester.
Mass
,
license
tag
coln Baptist Association will be
117*119
Reward
J. T MacMAHON. Seaside STREET. City.
the town of Durham, still alive and
held Friday, all day, the sessions Farms, Scuth Thomaston or Tel. 770.
MARRIED man with small family
_______________________ 115*117 wants Job on farm. Good milker. Fair
opening at 10 o’clock at the Wiley's
planning to reappear to lead his
~KEYS? lost ln old soft leather case, gold woodsman. Can cook for crew of men.
City.
Corner Baptist Church. St. George color
5 flock away again on the Shiloh yacht
Reward. Return to ELMER C. L. P NEWBERT. 30 Prescott St.. 117*lt
U7«lt
' Coronet for the evangelization of
Mr and Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman DAVIS.__________________
GOBLETS. Wine glasses, tumblers and
,
,
.
. i PARCEL containing merchandise and
who enjoyed a week s motor trip to pair
wi,iu, gold framed bifocal glasses glass dishes wanted. 50 years old; colored
the world?
glass
lamps and old dolls. P O. BOX
Saturday night ln Rockland. Notify
i Quebec. Alexandria Bay Niagara lost
The caretaker of the Coronet,
MISS MARTHA WHITEHILL. Thomas 725. Rockland___________________ 117*119
Falls and through the Adirondacks ton. Reward.
....__________ 116*118
I WANT to buy a filling station, pre
which was damaged by fire three
with living quarters^ Address
[ Green Mountains and the White ! NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss of ferably
[ years ago when Hobson's Wharf
"B
" care of The Courier-Gazette.
deposit book numbered 30582 and the
Mountains, with Mr. and Mrs. Frank 1 owner of said book asks for duplicate ln _________________________________ 116-118
I burned, has started making repairs
REO TRUCK, wanted. 1>, ton. 1926 or
j Kimball of Rockland, returned home accordance with the provision of the
to the old racing yacht, "I go by the
State Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS '27 model; not particular about motor;
Saturday.
| BANK, by EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas cab and chassis In fair condition Cali
name of Knight and am from some
Josef Vinal returned Monday from j Rocklan<1' Me • SeP‘- 30' 1937 117-Th*-123 CAMDEN 785.____________________115*117
where in Maine," is all he will tell j
CASH paid for used cars In anv con
Hampton
Beach. N. H„ where he was
■ visitors to the vessel.
dition. TEL. 1222.
113-118
weekend guest at a house party.
— **«**«. k
Asked if Sandford, who vanished ,
The Help One Another Circle of, «
__ _
I R •*
| 19 years ago after hls release from
«
King's Daughters will meet Monday j I
the federal penitentiary at Atlanta.
♦
Ga.. where he was sent for causing'
| night with Mrs. Ella Caler.
♦
Mrs. Alice Cederquist returned , six-room house to let on Temple
the death through neglect of six of
'
St Inquire LAWRENCE MILLER. Mil
Sunday to Everett , Mass., after ler's Garage, phone 692-M._______117-tf CHESTER White Boar, for sale, 2 yrs.
his follower while on a cruise around !
Sow 2 yrs.. each about 500 lbs., sow now
! spending the past week with her sisCOZY furnished house to let. all mod with pigs. $75 for the two delivered with
the world. Is still alive, he said.
ern. het water heat. Available middle of in 10 miles. Two litters will pay far
! ter. Mrs. William Yates.
“That's what I'd like to know, too."
October at 5 UNION ST__________ 117MI9 both
Also a spring Hampshire ram,
• • ■ •
Mr. and Mrs- Fred Starrett, accom
FOUR-ROOM apartment to let Partly heavy fleece. 113. lf taken at once. Also
Thompson
strain of White Plymouth
"I did hear." he said, “that some
panied
by Miss Katherine Starrett Ii tMRS
yjr"‘sh(ETTA
-d..If BENNER, 213 Main
‘,e reSt..
J’.t" Rock roosters, very true to form, weigh
H
one saw him this summer in Chi
- - ------117*119 8 to 10 lbs . $4 ROSE HILL FARM OwTs
snd Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pierce of j Thomaston. Tel
11-13
Head, Me , Tel 292-R__________116-12 L
cago." But that's as far as he will
TWO-ROOM apartment to let. running
Thomaston motored recently to Gar
FIFTY apple barrels for sale Used
hot and cold water, furnished. 7 PLEASgo with conversation on the subject
diner where they were callers on W. ANT STREET___________________ 115*117 once; cheap; nlenty elder bbls. Vinegar
t9c SIMONTON Rockville
117*119
of the “Elijah." Reports during the
G. Robinson. Mr. Robinson whose
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
WINCHESTER 44 15 Shot, for sale; also
to let at 15 Summer St. MRS
past two years have sprung up with
I health has been somewhat frail, is ment
FROST. Tel 318-W
___________ 117-tf 32 H & R revolver HAROLD DEAN 441
Old County Road._____________ 117*119
new persistence that Sandford is alive
; gaining.
TWO HOUSES to let on Grove St., one
TEN White' Giant Pullets, for sale
partly
furnished:
also
tenement
on
Lisle
and will assemble his scattered fol
j The Silver Certificate presentation
City. 6 Black Giant Pullets; 1 White Giant
Rooster.
MRS. SKINNER, Mountain
j for members credited with 25 years St. Inquire E B HASTINGS 4 CO..116-118
lowers and lead them away again.
Road._Clty._________ ____________116-tf
Caretaker Knight is living on the
membership In Goodwill Grange, will
I HAVE a small cottage at Hosmer
PIGS, for sale. 8-10 weeks old. $4.50.
Pond to let, for beano parties, dinner
Coronet with his wife and a son and
be piesented tonight at the Booster or
supper by day or week EDWIN A MASON JOHNSON. Pleasant Gardens.
Tel.
138.________________________ 116-118
HEAN.Te:
6
71-J,
City.
__________
116-121
daughter, slowly repairing the ves
; program.
FITTED Hard Wood for sale, under
TWO-ROOM apartment to let for light
sel once more. He has just finished
Mrs Virgil Payson who has en housel-teping
MINNIE MILES.
31 cover; discount for cash lf moved soon;
painting the mainmast and part of
joyed an 18 day vacation at her OCEAN ST.______________________ 116-118 laying hens; separator. RALPH A.
WALLACE
Union, Me.
116*118
the deck. The ratlines on both masts
FIVE-ROOM tenement, to let. 1st
! home here, returned Tuesday to
HOUSEHOLD furnishings of the late
, floor, garage, lights. #11 month 13
are shiny with new pitch, but her
Pownal.
MAVERICK ST__________________ 116*118 Dr. J. C. Hill for sale Some antiques,
secietary. cherry writing desk, chairs,
foremast is charred nearly the whole
I Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. B.
PARTLY furnished or unfurnished couch, bureaus, bookshelf, medical and
!
apt.,
to
let.
furnace,
bath,
garage
RUTH
length as a result of the waterfront
S Carroll were Mr. and Mrs. Na ; SANBORN. 958-J or 757-R, after 6 other books, one small woodstove.
ETHEL C. SUKEFORTH. 236 Camden St
fire.
I p. m._________________________ 116*118 ________________________________ 116-118
thaniel Carroll of Glen Cove.
APARTMHNT. to let. unfurnished.
Paint is flaking from the Coronet's
TWO STOVES for sale; also artsquare
Officers were re-elected Monday at
_ . . .
, .
,
central location; bath; oil heat; garage and other household furniture. 12 GAY
sides and chafing off more and more 1
Mystic Rebekah Lodge namely: References exchanged. Apply to MISS ST., call afternoons.
117*119
Noble grand. Mrs. Corinne Perkins ;
F FRYE- 14 Summer st. 115*117
as she rises and falls with the tides
NO 8 Home Clarion Kitchen Range,
at Hobson's wharf. Shiloh has to
vice grand. Miss Avis Maloney; re- '
c m^blake store. with coll, for sale. Oood condition.
MAYNARD C. INGRAHAM, Rockport.
115-117 _________________________ 116*118
thank the tide for the fact that the
cording secretary, Mrs- Carrie R. Tel. 1061
SECOND
floor
furnished
Apt.
heated
vessel still is floating for the fire
1930 OAKLAND 6-cyllnder
motor.
' Smith; financial secretary, Mrs. Edto let at 14 MASONIC ST
117*119 Would make good boat engine Price $20
swept the old pier at low water and
; na Moore; treasurer. Mrs. Mildred
FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart Also used tires, batteries and small
burned only the masts.
I Gammon; trustee, Percy R. Bow- ment. to let. with garage. r»et located trailer. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane
ROCKLAND, ME.
310 MAIN STREET,
before winter comes.
Apply MEN'S _________________________________ 115*117
1 ley. No date has been set for the SHOP,
A little sign at the Coronet's side
corner Main 4 Park Streets
DINING ROOM set for sale, table. 4
lll-tf chairs, china closet and bullet. Call a:.d
installation.
speaks very eloquently of the seclu- j
see.
WALTER H. SPEAR. 74
EXPERT
FITTERS
IN
ATTENDANCE
j sion followers of the “Elijah" desire.1
Mrs. George Montgomery and IFIRST floor apt. to let. 5 rooms and Beech MRS
St.
____________________ ) 15-tf
_
j ..
. hath- 35 Pleasant St. TEL 883-W. 32
It reads in firm little black letters
children, Oeorge and Dorothy of i school st
113-tf
USED CARS for sale R. O. CHUbT
Keep off."
Cushing are spending a few days
SINGLE HOUSE, to let. Rockland S: . BUCK. Harry Rogers, Agent. South Wal
114*119
garage Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland doboro
with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Tol St.
Ever since she limped into Port- '
lll-tf I JONESPORT BOAT, for sale. Smith
„
n
M
odish Shoes
.
30 ft x 7>,a wdth 20-35 Palmer Pal.
man
land Harbor in October. 1911. after
COZY, furnished five-room house, to build
-icr
Tic- UACcXA?
Engine Boat new ln March; engine In
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague were let. on Spruce Head Island, available erceilent condition.
a 17-months' cruise to the coast of
W
H
Sept 8; suitable for summer cottage or WOODWARD. Monhegan.Write
Me.
112-117
| Africa, her skylights smashed by
' hosts Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ev year-round dwelling: rent verv reason
PAPER PRESS for sale, for baling old
raging seas, her masts broken and
erett Shuman and son Roger of able TEL Rockland 793-W after 4 pm.
106-tf paper, etc Capacity 150 lb bales Apply
being completed through the Pea- and Mrs. Raymond K. Greene. Mrs.
at
this OFFICE.
113-tf
North Waldoboro.
sails stripped, a caretaker has been
THREE apartments, to let. two fur
body Real Estate Agency.
J. Walter Strout and Miss Margaret
nished and one unfurnished. Good con
SMALL FARM, fot sale. Oood build
aboard the ship, waiting and watch
dition. rent low
F L. SHAW. 47 No. ings sightly location. MRS GERTRUDE
Mr and Mrs. Albert B. Elliot and 8lnur-0ns- all of Rockland. W. B.
Fred C. Jameson
ing and keeping her in condition for
Main St . Tel 422-R
109-tf STUDLEY. Thomaston. Maine -nosiin
Holder of Cushing. Mrs. Leila W.
Funeral
services
for
Fred
C.
Jame''
son
Arthur,
who
passed
the
summer
something, nobody ever knew what.
APPLES on trees, for sale cider and
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price
• • • •
at their cottage at Bird's Point, Smalley. Mr and Mrs. William White I son, who died at his home last Thurs- Irent' Hush closet, lights. Lawrence winter apples, very cheap. TEL. Rock
land
793-W. after 4 p. m
109-tf
Misses Louise Thurston. Gwendolyn j day. after an illness of several weeks, t MILLER' 692_M'
City.
In 1924 and again in 1928 she was Cushing returned home Sunday.
__________ 106-tf
THE ATWOOD LEVE34SALER Property^
Barlowe
Olive
Elwell.
Olive
Rowell.
{
were
held
Sunday,
Rev.
H.
IHolt.
'
second
floor
apt
reconditioned thoroughly and preto let. opposite 23 Knox Street. Thomaston, for sale.
Ernest Tash resumed hls duties
Apply to F. D. EL
Jameson store, hot water heat with Price teasonable
! pared for something. Rumors then as manager of the First National Marie Clark. Hester Foster, and Es officiating. Beautiful flowers indi Joil Aburner
:>8-tf
C A HAMILTON. 29 Chest LIOT. Thomaston.
telle
Moore,
and
the
guest
of
honor.
cated the esteem In which he was nut St.. Tel. 986-J
109-tf
spread that Sandford was ready to Store here Monday after a week's
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant's
Large furnished room, to let, with Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
Dr. and Mrs. Matthew Bachulus held by friends and tendered sym; sail away again, but nothing hap- vacation spent in Boston and Skow
weelt FO8S HOUSE. 77 94-tf
Park line condition, lights, bath, living spring
to Mrs. Jameson, uno ....
sur- I bath
g* t ' $4 330
] pened. The old Coronet just waited. hegan.
and daughter Anne of Springfield. | patny fo
ln cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Price attractive
GRANVILLE BACHMass.,
called
yexterday
on
Mr
and
j
Judge Clarence Hale sentenced
fives him. The bearers were Virgil i Four room tenement to let at 33
ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlock and Mrs. Allred M. Strout.
Hills, Austin K Kalloch, Laforest T SLan_1? f-t _
w
s.
kenniston.
Sandford to 10 years in the peni
97-tf
176 Main St.. Tel 874-W
94-tf
Mank and Ernest G. Starrett. Burial
tentiary when six qf the 65 Shilohites Miss Hortense B. Wilson called Sun
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
was in Cushing cemetery North War- Apply W J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard
who embarked on the voyage were day on their aunt. Mrs. Robert
STATE OF MAINE
Thcmaston
105-tf
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE ' ren.
found to (have died of scurvy and Seavey ln Port Clyde.
STEAM heated office to let. ceatral
Augusta. Sept. 13. 1937
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis have re
Mr. Jameson was born in this location. Tel 13S
, starvation. He served seven years
105-tf
Notice Is hereby given that a Petition
, and was paroled and during that time turned to Walker's Corner after for the Pardon of Harold B Kaler. a town, son of Augustus M. and Irene
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern
Apply
at
Camden
4
Rockland
ln the State Prison at Thomas i Jones) Jameson. He was a 50-year
the Coronet lay at anchor off the spending the summer at their cottage convict
Water Co.. Tel. 634
105-tf
ton. under sentence for the crime of .
at Cooper's Beach.
Breakwater.
larceny, is now pending before the Gov- member of White Oak Grange. North
and Council, and a hearing there- Warren nf which he wax nay macteeShortly after Sandford was freed
George Dillingham who was re ernoi
on wlll be granted ln the Council Cham- warren' 01 *nlcn ne was Past masteT
the vessel was overhauled and fresh cently In Portland, joined his sister ber at Augusta, on Wednesday, the - and in which he held the office of
ly painted, fitted with sails and towed Miss Anna Dillingham Monday for
FREDERICK ROBIE. ! the time of his death. He was a
to Hobson's Wharf
Since then a few days' stay. Miss Dillingham is
Secretary of State. !
NOTICE -I will be responsible for no
members of the Dudham sect have also entertaining Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
lll-Th-117 ‘ member of Knox Pomona Orange.
bills contracted by my wife Thelma
persistently denied knowing Sand C. Dillingham and their daughters,
Shibles In the future
CLINTON
SHIBLES Bar Harbor. Sept. 25. 1937.
ford's whereabouts. Many would like Mrs. Ralph Nevers and Mrs. Rich
________________________________ 117*119
to know if the man who built Shiloh ard McClintock all of Spokane. Wash.
USED pianos uprights, tor sale, or tc
let for the season. Phone ua. Rockland
starting with a spade and a wheel
Mrs. Ida Estey returned Monday to
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
barrow still is alive and planning Franklin having been a weekend
105-tf
somet'-ing new on the old Coronet. guest of her son-in-law, Lewis C.
SPENCER CORSETS Individually de
signed. S WOECOTT, Tel. Camden 571.
—Press Herald.
Sturtevant.
__ __________________________ 115-120
CIDER MILL running dally. Make It
Enoch M. Clark, who recently re
while you wait Right on the State road.
turned from a week's vacation trip,
THOMASTON
Handy to get to. SEAVIEW FILLING
STATION. Camden Tel 2580.
114*118
has resumed his duties as town clerk.
Mrs Elton Tucker of Providence
RADIO reception noisy! weak or fad
Kenneth Marshall is taking an en
ing? Have your tubes tested with latest
is making several days' visit with forced vacation from hls work at
aclfr.tlflc tube tester. Free of charge at
MAINE
MUSIC CO . Tel. 708
112-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Feyler.
ihe Thomaston Garage as a result
FRESH
KII.I
F.n-1',
TO
6
LB.
AVE.
PIANO,
vocal.
Hawaiian
guitar,
piano
COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
General Knox Chapter, D.A.R., will of burns which he received on hls
accordion lessons at your home. $1
C A LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf
WHITE VELLUM
meet Monday at 7.30 at the home of right hand and arm while working on
Monarch Size
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn. Miss Anna a motor Sunday.
clocks, antiques all kinds Call and de
75
sheets 7'/ixlO!4
Coughlin of Rockland, will be the
liver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 Ames
TENDER SPRING
The "Sewing Club" met Friday for
50 envelopes 4x7 H
bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J
105-tf
guest speaker using as subject “The a picnic supper with Mrs. Frank D.
Your name and address on paper
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
Constitution."
work, painting ot all kinds. Call A W
Elliot, those in the party being Mrs.
and envelopes printed in Blue,
ORAY. Tel. 8533
105-tf
Charles McInnis of Boston is pass : Edward B Newcombe, Mrs. Lawrence
Blatk. Green or Rrown ink.
BONELESS TENDER
YARN—We are prepared to make your
ing the week at his home here.
H. Dunn Mrs. Charles Singer, Mrs.
Only $1.25 postpaid
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also
Clinton Condon, son of Mr. and George E. Cross, Mrs. George Gardi
yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. Har
mony,
Maine.
107*118
Mrs. Albert Condon, who lies been ner, Mrs. Charles E. Starrett, Mrs.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at fto:k- [
very ill with pneumonia, is greatly j G. C. Hopkins of Rockland, Mrs.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall oiders I
FANCY TENDER—CUT TO ORDER
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
impicved.
Oliver F. Cushing. Mrs. Grace Pay105-tf I
Mrs. W A. Horrell of Pasadena son. Miss Elizabeth Washburn. Miss
State Grange, and the National
Calif., who has been visitlr Mrs. Anna Dillingham. Miss Nellie Gar
Grange. Ivy Chapter. Eastern Star.
SLICED NATIVE
SLICED
L. Bliss Gillchrest (fie past six diner, Miss Christine Moore, Miss
St George Lodge of Masons and the
weeks, went to New York city a day Helen L. Carr and Miss Margaret
Congregational Church. He was a
or two ago and Mrs Gillchrest went Jordan.
trustee of the North Knox Fair ;
Wednesday to New York to join her
Herbert Miller has bought tne Hol
SPRING
RIB
Association, and had been in charge
for a week's visit.
lis Ycung house on Wadsworth
of the exhibition hall at Union Fair
The “Pathfinders" will meet Sat street now occupied by Joseph Long.
for many years. He had also served
urday at 2 o'clock at the home of Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Miller will remove
his home town as selectman and for
i and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach.
shortly to their new home.
LON'ELESS TENDER
TOP ROUND
the past few years had been a mem
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sisters,
The Federated Circle will be enber of the town’s budget committee.
lertained Tuesday at the home of will have a supper Friday at 6.15.
LINETTE SUPERFINE
His was a genial and pleasing perMrs. Fred Young in Friendship. Pic- preceding the reular meeting. Those
White Writing
SHORT
SHAK'K
LEAN
—
4
TO
6
LB.
AVE.
]
sonality,
that
will
be
greatly
missed
| nic dinner will be served and those not solicited will take sweets.
48 folded sheets 4%x78i
by all who in any way came in con
not solicited are asked to take
The Baptist Choral Society met In
36 envelopes 4x5%
tact with him. It may be said that
I sweets. Rev. Hubert F. Leach is in the vestry Tuesday night for a picnic
Your name and address printed
by hls death this community has lost
[ charge of transportation and cars supper, this get-to-gether having
on sheets and envelopes or mono
COUNTRY ROLL
RED ROSE
one of its most prominent citizens.
, gram on paper, address on enve
will leave about 10 o’clock.
been arranged to compliment Mrs.
Mr. Jameson Is survived by his lopes. Blue, black, brown, green
The marriage of Joseph Pease of Charles M. Starrett, one of the or
ink.
wife, Mrs. Alma (Castner) Jameson;
j this town and Miss Alberta M. Pryor ganization's most faithful members.
one
brother,
Elmer
E.
Jameson
of
$1.25 postpaid
STEWING
STEWING
of Bremen was solemnized Saturday. She was presented a table lamp, a
Warren; three sisters, Mrs. Angeline
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Keyes have gift particularly suitable for her new
Mank of Miami, Fla-, Mrs. John,
j bought the Herbert Miller house on home. Members and guests who at
Munsey and Mrs. Zellie Weaver of
| Wadsworth street, the transaction tended this pleasant affair werc Mr,
this place,

; LOST AND FOUND ;

RED APPLES E a ting'or Tooking
TOKAY CKAPES
SWEET POTATOES
LARGE HEADS
NATIVE CABBAGE
NATIVE SQUASH
CALIFORNIA
ICEBERG LETTUCE
CELERY
CRISP
WEALTHY APPLES
FINE FOR COOKING
CHICORY ENDIVES
NEW PARSNIPS
BANANAS

1 V LE 1

BOKAR COFFEE
2
45c
COLO M^OAL FLOUR BAb $1.09
CAKE FLOUR C SOFT A SILK*" MG 27c
PKG 21c
MALTEX CEREAL
DROMEDARY DATES 2 PKGS 23c
6 CANS 25c
DAILY DOC FOOD
BAKING POWDER DAVIS ,2CANOZ 17c
PANCAKE FLOUR JEMIMA PKG IOC
ROLLED OATS QUICK ot REGULAR 3 PKGS 25c
QUICK OR
LARGE
PKG 17c
QUAKER OATS REGULAR
STALEY S CUBE STARCH PKG 9c
« 21c
REGULAR STYLE
FRANKFORTS
Contest No. 3 Items
ANN PACE KETCHUP
14 OZ <1 C
bot; Zjc

2

ANN PACE BEANS
PLAIN OR WITH SAUCE

23 OZ
CAN

10c

15c

2^1

N.B.C. FLAKE Wafers
N.B.C. M**£ Cookies
Macaroni

Noodles

Ann Page

ann page

Cornmeal
Pancake Flour

21c
19C

PKG
LB

25c

4 PKGS

4

25c

PKGS

--

5 LB
pkg

Vield’

25c

pkg

9c

Dromedary cake mix pkg 33c
Palmolive woh’iiMh 4cakes25c
<4

.

CONTENTS
only

Moxie

2

Blueberries

LGE - .
bots 25c

‘can 15c

thate nsuw low p/rio&A
A&P GOLDEN BANTAM CORN
IONA CORN

IONA STRING BEANS
TOMATOES
PACKER'S
BULK RICE
PEA BEANS

27c

2

NUTLEY MARGARINE

LABEL

NO 2
CAN

10c

3

NO 2
CANS

25c

4
3

NO 2
CANS

29c

NO 2
CANS

20c

POUND

MICHIGAN

LB 5«

CALIFORNIA

2

ROLLED OATS

REGULAR

2

PKGS

13c

BS

5 LB
BAG

SUNNYFIELD ROLLED OATS

15c

5C

LARGE
PKG

23c
Ir

F* •Hod Stoves
WARMS ENTIRE HOUSE QUICKLY
WITHOUT WASTING HEAT
‘blue coal' delivers warmth right when you want it. All
heat goet :nto your roomi—inttead of up the chimney
Splendid reports have been reach
there never was a more responsive
—more dependable fuel. It needs
ing our ears ever since we've
very little draft to get it started.
handled ‘blue coal’. One user says,
And once ignited, it shoots just the
“ ‘blua coal’ never fails me in the
right warmth through your house—
mornii g—even in zero weather.”
without any waiting. Burns evenly
Another enthusiastic customer states,
for hours—and completely.
“No more shivery shaves or
ORDER
blue-fingered dressing since
Isn't that the kind of fuel
I’ve been using ‘blue coal'.”
you want this winter? We
have it, and we'll deliver
You’ll be -aying good things
your ‘blue coal’ right on the
about ‘blue coal', too, the

blue
coal’

day you start using it. For

FROM

dot . . . Phone us today.

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 72

ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR SALE

Blackington’s

POLLY PRESTON

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

MISCELLANEOUS

GLENDENNIN G’S MARKETf
Telephone 993
Deliver
WEEK-END SPECIALS

NATIVE FOWL........................ Ib 31c

LAMB LEGS............................. lb 29c

POT ROAST............................. lb 23c

CHUCK ROAST......... lb 19c and 21c
Beef Liver,

(Successor to Rockland Coal Co.)

*

Ib 21c Bacon,

lb 25c

Lamb Fores, lb 18c Lamb Chops, lb 27c

Sirloin Steak, lb 39c Steak,

THE TIME TO “SWAP”
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some-

thing you want.

The way to do it is by advertising

in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
Costs little.
770.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

lb 35c

SMOKED SHOULDERS............. lb 28c

Butter,
Lamb,

lb 41c Oleo, '

2 lbs 25c Veal,

lb 19c

2 lbs 25c

The Courier-Gazette

Rcckland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 30, 1937

Every-Other-Day

NEW Coat Arrivals
Swaggers,

Princess,

Belted

Styles
Fur Trimmed, Cntrimmed

MISSES’ COATS
$14.75 to $49.50
WOMEN’S COATS
$16.75 to $79.50

NEW DRESS
ARRIVALS
Junior’s, Misses’, Women's
Spun Challis. Crown Tested
Rayons, Woolens, Silks

$4.95 to $19.75
You will want to see these
truly beautiful new coats and
dresses which have just ar
rived!
AND

To round out your fall and
winter wardrobe you will want
to Inspect our new line of Kid,
Fine Cape, and Pigskin

GLOVES
Black and Brown

$2.00 and up
SILK HOSIERY
Ringless Chiffons
Service Weights
High Twist Crepes

All New Colors

69c to $1.35

Everything for Misses’ and Women’s Wear

Coats, Sportswear, Corsets, Hosiery, Gloves
Dresses, Underwear, Cotton Dresses, Bags, Neckwear

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.
ROCKLAND

385 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1-100

! to America in 1916, and on his
first appearance in New York
created a sensational success. He
Given In is now making his 21st tour of the

OCl ETY

SLEEK and

Betty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.,
David Knowlton of Ingraham Hill, j
celebrated her fourth birthday anni
versary Sunday by entertaining some J
of her young friends- Their mothers
were also present, and Betty's grand
mother, Mrs. Dana Knowlton. A
beautiful birthday cake featured the
refreshments, and the little hostess
received some nice gifts. Her guests
were Ramona Dow, Barbara Knowl
ton, Francis Cassidy and John An
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Boody derson.
have returned from a visit in Alls
ton, Mass-, where they were guests Mrs. Annie Thorndike is spending a
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold MacDonald few days in South Hope.
I
(Bernice Sprague). They saw two of
the "big league" games in Boston.
Mrs. Slator Quinn of Brunswick

Members of Tuesday Bridge Club,
and husbands had a gathering at the
McCarty cottage. Crescent Beach
Tuesday night. Picnic supper was
served, the evening being spent so
cially.

Mrs. Herbert Kalloch has returned
Mrs. Jane Crouse 1s having a week’s
j from Manchester. N. H„ where she
vacation
from Chisholm’s Spa.
visited her daughter Mrs- James
Wheeler for two weeks.
The first meeting of the Shake
speare
Society for the winter season
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell C. Flint and
two children Oscar and Dennis of will be held Monday night at the
| Rockland and mother Mrs. Annie home of Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield on
Talbot avenue. “King Richard SecFlint Pole of Allston. Mass., were din1 ner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs end" is being read, and Miss Caroline
Littlefield will give a paper. Mrs.
Howard Meservey South HopeArthur Orne will be leader.

1

Satins! Jerseys! Crepes!

$8.50

and Mrs. Jessie Huntley, Limerock i
street, have returned from a month's
vacation spent in Grand Manan N. B.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Schcfle-d i
and son Edward of Revere, Mass.,
are visiting Mr. Sohofleld's mother,
Mrs. William Schofield, and Mr. and
Miss Virginia Proctor, who has
Mrs. A. A. Jameson at the High
been spending a week with relatives
lands.
in this city will return Friday to her
home .in Hyannis, Mass., accom
Mrs. Joseph Bellmore. Jr. is spend- ]
panied by her grandmother, Mrs.
ing a month with Mr. and Mrs. J
Clara Grant, who will remain for a Joseph Bellmore, Sr. in Cushing. I
visit.
while her husband is working for,
the Central Maine Power Co. in Dam-1
Mrs Annie Flint Pole who has been
ariscotta.
the guest of her son Wendell C.
Flint has returned to her home in
Mrs. Nathan Cobb delightfully en-!
Allston. Mass.
tertained the Mite Club Monday aft-'
ernoon at two tables of contract.
A well attended beano party spon
High scores went to Mrs. Charles i
sored by Ruth Mayhew Tent, was
Emery and Mrs. Retta Simmons. Other
held Monday night at the home of
members present were Mrs. Lillian j
j Mrs- Lizzie French. Prizes went to
McRae. Mrs. Arthur Haines, and j
i Mrs. Clara Cates, Mrs. Inez Packard,
Mrs. A. D. Morey. Special guests j
Mrs. Marshall. Mrs. Margaret Bowler
were Mrs. Caro Jones and Miss Cora
and Mrs. Elizabeth Murray.
Perry, Luncheon was served.

Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Millie
Thomas were the high line at cards
------at the Tuesday night meeting of
Concerts To Be
Hatetoquitit Club which was held at
I the home of Mrs. Carl Freeman,
Portland Bring Together u^*d ®tatfs
•,
i The Continental Ensemble will 1 Glen Cove.
Famous Artists
[ offer patrons of the third concert an
------evening of varied entertainment, t Mrs. R. A. Hunnewell has returned
Without parallel in recent years Members of this novel Russian ! to her home in Auburn after spendis the Celebrity Series of Concerts to group are victor Chenkin. baritone , mg several days with relatives in this
be given this winter at Portland and interpreter of
international city.
Auditorium, under the character songs in costume, Emma J
City Hall
auspices of the Portland Music Runitch, dramatic singer of Russian j Monday Niters held their first
Teachers' Association. The concerts *<>1* and D’Psy songs, and Raphael, meeting of the season at the home of
dated for Nov. 29. Jan. 10 and Feb. 1. greatest living master of the con- Mrs. Lawrence Mills. Prizes in beano
are to present these artists; Kirsten certina-whose services are constantly were won by Miss Susan Spear, first;
Flagstad dramatic soprano of the In demand bythe smartest night, Mrs. John Mills, second; Mrs. RobMetropolitan Opera; Mischa Levit- clubs'and recital halls of America, ert Demuth, third; Mrs Forest Hatch

Celebrity Series

Page Seven

Mrs. Jessie Walker has returned
to her home in Warren, after spend
ing a few days with her sister, Mrs.
Lester Sherman.

Mrs. Elsa Moody was hostess to
EF.A. Club Wednesday at her camp
in Warren. An excellent picnic din
ner served at noon, preceded cards,
Mrs. Cora Smith, Mrs. Mida Pack
ard, Mrs, Lizzie French and Mrs.
Florence Philbrook winning high
scores.
Meredith Dondis came from the
University of Maine to spend the
^kend at his home on Beech street,

Sizes for Misses, Women

As Full of Pep as
the Highland Fling
>

PRINTZESS

Shetland
Shaggies
Coats built for action ..
in thc smartest sports
tradition. Feathery
fleeces as strong as they
are light. Gay and bright
in lilting Highland
colors. With distinctive
fashion touches that
make Printzess coats so
easy to wear ... so be
coming. These arc the
coats in which you'll
want to do your dashing-about this fall. Ex
clusive with us.

New Alluring

Figure Lines..
to make you an alluring crea
ture! Dramatic dresses with
moulded waist and hip-lines
... stunning sleeves and neck
lines ... all Important this
fait
Black, brown, green,
rvine and rust.

Other Dresse>

$29.50

$5.00 to $15.00

Others at

$16.75 to $65.00

CUTLER’S
Afternoon Teas

cups (or one can) of condensed milk.
1 cup toasted bread crumbs, a pinch
of salt, one half cup walnut orpecan
rut meats, and about two dozen
walnut or pecan halves.
Melt chocolate in top of double
boiler.
Add sweetener condensed
milk and stir over boiling water five
minutes. Add toasted bread crumbs,
salt and chopped nut meats. Blend
thoroughly. Drop by spoonsful onto
buttered baking sheet. Press half
a nut meat into top of each cookie.
Eake in moderate oven <350 degrees
F.) for ten minutes or until brown.,
Remove from pan at once.
Any one of these or all three make
for a perfect tea party!

ski. pianist; and the Continental
Application for course tickets by fourth; Mrs. Inez Ames, fifth; Mrs.
Misses Alice and Helene Beckett,
Ensemble
mail are now l>€ing made to Alfred Christella Russell, consolation.
Rewho have been the guests of relatives
Mme. Flagstad, who makes her Brlnkler. treasurer, 104 Park street, freshments were served.
here the past week, have returned to High In favor With the
initial and only appearance in Maine Portland, and as all seats for the
American Housewives —
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird are Waltham. Mass.
this season in this series, ls one of course are to be reserved the desired
thi most”’striking musical” person- I location must be specified in the ap-I visiting their son Frederick Bird In
What To Serve
TALL-GRAY
alities of the day. Two seasons with | Ration. Addressed envelope must Arlington. Mass.
When autumn comes the housethe Metropolitan Opera have firmly ; accompany the check or money
•
A colorful and artistic arrange- wjje-s fancy turns to tea parties and !
r
wt
nrripr
\f31l
orriprs
will
bp
rpcpivpd
ALiss
Helen
Kennison
of
South
Portestablished her as one of Norway’s |oraer- Mau oraers W1U
received
greatest gifts to opera, and the most[until Nov. 15. after which a public land was a guest of Rev. and Mrs. ment of fall flowers on a background j pleasant hours spent with friends 1
gratifying Interpreter of Wagnerian ! sa>e °f course tlckcts will be held Charles E. Brooks over the weekend, of pale pink silver and white was the around the fireside. With candles
beauteous setting for the nuptials of' lighted on the mantle, a fire glowing
roles in many years. The King of for one week Detailed circulars and
CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. A J Bird of Camden
Miss Katherine M. Gray of Camden : cn the hearth, and her shining tea
Norway recently bestowed a great, Pricc Information may be obtained by
street have had as guests this week
and Karl R. Tall of New Jersey Ecrvice in front of her’ she has a
honor upon Flagtad by presenting communicating with Mrs. Gladys S.
Mrs. Charles Bailey and Mrs. James
Dr and Mrs. Wesley Weller cf Cedar
her with the Order of St. Olaf. First [ Heistad. music editor of this paper,
which took place Saturday night at smiling welcome for those who drop ; Norris of Melrose. Mass., were at Pilot
Falls. Iowa.
8 o'clock at the home of the bride, Jln for a cheering cup.
Degree, at a benefit concert attended i at her Rockport home.
Point recently. Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
144 Camden street. Pinks, roses and[ Whether her domain be Park are returning soon to New York to
by 28,000 people. In her Portland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Brown
have
re

SOIL CONSERVATION
appearance Flagstad will include in
turned from Belmont. Mass., where gladioli vied in loveliness with the Avenue penthouse or a bandbox make their home.
her program several of the operatic Maine Fanners Practiced It On they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. wedding cake of white and silver. bungalow, she knows that small inWilliam McNamara is suffering
decorated with lilies-of-the-valley f°rmal teas are probably the most from bronchitis.
arias which have won particular
William C. Ulmer.
102.291 Acres Last Year
enjoyable, convenient and budget
and pale yellow roses.
fame for her.
Severe colds are visiting nearly
Ret. J. Charles MacDonald, the of able forms of entertaining. There every home, accompanied by other
Mischa Levitski, internationally
Frank McAuliffe and son Ronald,
Maine farmers co-operating in last
known pianist, was born in southern year’s agricultural conservation pro- ar>d Mrs. Alice Babb of Winthrop, ficiating clergyman, employed the are no rigid rules of etiquette to complications, sore throats, etc.
Russia in!898. and received his early gram used soil-building practices on I Mass, spent the weekend with Mr. single ring service the bride being, Mother her, no hors d'oeuvres. soups,
Sunday delivered a right about
training in Warsaw, later continuing 102.251 acres, and diverted 9800 acres and Mrs. Harold Philbrook. Union given in marriage by her mother, and salads to worry about, and cer- face in regard to the weather—rather
study for five years at the New York from soil-depleting -to soil-conserving street. They were accompanied by Mrs. Eva M. Mathews. The maid of 1 talnly none of the complications of a a welcome change after the cdd of
Institute of Musical Art.
After crops, according to a report of the Mrs. Babb’s brother. Gleason Pease honor was Miss Eleanor Gray, sister dinner party or reception.
the previous week even if the mer
further study in Europe, he m. de a Agricultural Adjustment Adminlstra- j of East Boston whe spent the week- of the bride, and the groom was at She is free to Invite whom she cury did climb to the 90 mark.
briliian debut in Berlin. He retui.'ed tion. Applications for payment were end with his brother Will in Mar- tended by his brother, Wheeler Tall, pleases and serve what she likes, be
Mr. and Mrs. George Vannah and
it one or a dozen dishes. Some afterson George werc recent guests of Mr.
filed by more than 6500 farmers who , tinsvllle, whom he had not seen in as best man.
The bride was becomingly dressed noon tea hostesses serve nothing but and Mrs. Albert Jameson.
look part in the 1936 program. The 2a years,
in an attractive traveling ensemble *hin slices of buttered bread. Others
applications covered farms with a
Clifford Waltz of Damariscotta was and carried a large bouquet of yellow prefer little tea cakes or wafers and
total cropland acreage of 440.700.
sandwiches. There is no rule says
A
report
recently'
issued
by
the
a
'business visitor yesterday in this roses and baby chrysanthemums.
CAMDEN
one is better than the other. Small
Following
the
ceremony,
a
buffet
AAA. shows that Maine farmers 1citysupper was served, at which E. steas spell freedom for the hostess!
earned 346,485,71 in payments under [
TODAY AND FRIDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd E. Daniels, in Mathews, father of the bride, was One of the most popular things to'
the 1936 program. That sum includes
company with (Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tre- host to the assemblage of invited j serve with tea is cinnamon toast,
expenses of county administration.
oartin, have returned from a visit guests which included: Axel Tall, j It’s simple to make, and delicious to
' Although last year county expenses
with Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Lawrence father of the groom, Wheeler Tall taste! First cut the bread in thin
1 in the northeast were separate from
and Alfred Hetno of New Jersey; Dr. slices and toast to medium brown
ln North JLubec.
If interested, rail on job, back of
checks to farmers, the expenses have
Oeorge Pullen, Miss Christine Ball, Cut diagonally and butter while
Masonic Temple
been added to the total of farmers'
Mjss winifrcd Ccughlin Miss Mar.
Mrs. Leon Poland, Mr. and Mrs. still hot. Then spread on a mixture I
i payments to put the figures in line garet Adams and Miss Rose Adams at- Philip Grover of Camden; Mr. and j of sugar and cinnamon. Usually ai
TOM FRASER
| with figures ior other regions.
| tended the ,Rust.Hatch weddlng in Mrs Scott Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Harry ’ tablespoon of cinnamon is sufficient
116-117
New seedlings of legumes or legume Drx.cr Monday night
Mather and daughter Erma, James' to give Just the right flavor to half
| mixtures were made on 61.400 acres,
Widdccomb, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dol-' a cup of sugar. This, however, is a [
green-manure crops were grown on
The executive board of Rubinstein ham. Mrs. Oladys Taylor, Edward matter for individual taste.
3600 acres, limestone, superphosphate, Club held its first meeting Monday Kendricks of Rockland; William
If sandwiches are to be served, few
or other chemicals were applied on with Mrs. Grace M. Strout, president. Clements of New York; and How- are daintier and more appetizing j
An Ad. In These
i 37.000 acres, 235 acres of orchards The club embraces excellent talent ard Norwood of Warren.
than cucumber sandwiches. Cut the I
I were improved, and forest trees were and much care has bsen taken to
The young couple were recipients bread in thin round slices and spread i 1
Columns Will Sell
I e'-tablished on 16 acres. Those fig- cutline the season’s program. Thc of a plentitude of tasteful gifts, de- with mayonnaise. Peel cucumber
I
ures
represent
practices
for
which
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
regular club meetings begin Friday signed for service during their wed-' and slice. Place a slice on the round
Anything From a
payments were earned, and do not in- night, '.Oct. 8. at 8 o'clock in the Uni o'ed life but equally symbolical of °f bread, add salt and pepper, and
DEANNA DURBIN
1 elude similar soil-building work versalist vestry. Open to members well wishes from a wide range of cover with another slice of bread.
Needle to an Anchor.
in
done without the aid of the program. J only.
These require little time to make 1
friendships.
What Do You Want
Mr. and Mrs. Tall went Sunday to and have a popular appeal.
“100 MEN AND A GIRL”
Or, there are chocolate crumb1
Rummage sale Saturday at 10 New York on a wedding trip. They
to Sell ?
j o'clock, corner store Masonic Temple, will later reside in Salem, Mass., cookies—a tasty dish to serve with .
1 auspices St. Peter’s Church.—adv.
Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
where Mr. Tall has employment ln tea! You’ll need 2 squares of un- I

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

First In Laughs, First In Songs...And

NOW PLAYING
“CONFESSION" with KAY FRANCIS

COMIQUE

NOTICE!
Second Hand Lumber
and Wood

WITHERS

Anqel's
Holiday

READ THE ADS

117-lt

the U, S. Air Service,

sweetened chocolate, one and a third

Tel 893

Shews: Matinee 2;
Evg. 6.36, 8.30.
Cont. Saturday
2.00 to 10.30

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA"
AT NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

FRIDAY NIGHT IS
“BANK NITE”

PARK.

TEL.
409

TROUBLE FOR THREE!
THE THREE MESQUITEERS
BOB LIVINGSTON » stony koow
RAY CORRIGAN « meson smith
MAXTERHUNE ..iuuaovwsuh

RANCE
DEFENDERS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
TODAY
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON in “MILO MONEY"

Eviry-OtKir-Day
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NIAGARA FROM ALL ANGLES
- i
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we do not hesitate to say that if some
good man could be so fortunate as to
win a place in her affections, the
I writer would freely tender to him our North Hope Couple Given

Perrys Shanghaied

THE SKIES ARE BLUE

MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES

SPECIHL SOLE

con8ratulationsSurprise Reception on 50th
, Morton. East Union, 2nd; Phyllis
(Continued from Page One)
During the absence of Mrs. Miller
Arnold, Camden, 2nd; Isabel Payson,
Wedding
Anniversary
the house and seven kids, ranging in
i year, and another is said to have camden. 3rd; Esther Norwood, Hope,
age from 15 years down to 7 months,
'
3rd; Ruth Packard, Camden, 3rd;
Mr. and Mrs. A. I Perry of North Uved 700 years.
were kept intact by Mrs. Lucy Clary,
In this hall. also, is a "reliable i Lois Nichols. Hope. 3rd; Emma Mank
an efficient nurse and housekeeper H°Pe »'hose wh wfdding annlver*
psychic," to use the words of the Hope. 3rd; Gladys Layr, East Union,
combined. and we see no harm in sary was observed Friday, had proprietor.
3rd; Elaine Risteen. Thomaston, 3rd;
Finishing observations of the won iines had fallen unto us ln a beau
Knox County business firms have Marion Young, East Union, 3rd;
derful scenery, we started along tiiul spot. The women soon had the wtshing her a long list of years in planned t0 Pass thf day Quietly
down the Niagara river toward Lake meal prepared, augmented by a gen like service. She had her name ;,wlng t0 m health in the family, but exhibits ln various parts of the Betty King. Camden, 3rd; and Grace
changed from Mrs. Lucy Clary to friends and neighbors nad other grounds, and capable demonstrators Beverage. North Haven 3rd.
Ontario about noon. Sept. 13. After erous portion of cooked potatoes,
Mrs. Fred Vannah last Saturday
• • • •
i
motoring 270 miles night overtook us. a gift from the kind proprietress.
plans of which they were wholly un are explaining the merits of the
night. She was married in Rock
ift.r a tronn.id rtov .nt. goods therein displayed.
The Season's Crops
After getting settled down the pro Ada B. Hartwell. This was in Brad
land by the Baptist pastor of that aware
Mrs Man' Wallace and Mrs. CarOne reads a great deal about the
prietor. a typical Irishman, came in ford. Vt. Bowling along a number
several calls from relatives and other ries Ames are in charge of the fancy countrys large apple crop, and the |
city.
\A/WII F
to replenish the coal fire. He stayed of miles midst the beautiful scenery,
We do not claim this report to be well-wishers, each of whom presented work and are able to point out generous proportions which it at- ;
about an hour and spun yarns, mostly and with a blue sky overhead, our at
without errors. It has been mostly a tribute of love, there cam* an inmighty fine specimens of tained in New England, but up
about himself. He was an Orange- tention was attracted by a sign which
written from memory, one pencil be
around Union one still sees dead
needlework.
man. was among the first to enlist in [ read: "Last chance for gas." We
'itation to spend the event’s with
ing used and that not even sharp
stumps where prolific apple trees,
A
family
tree,
shown
in
this
de

the World War. had been in many rolled on and soon proved the warn-1
thelr daughter tn Searsmont.
ened.
once grew—a monument to that ex- :
partment.
is
an
especially
fine
bit
of
battles, had two fingers shot off. had ing to be a lie. for after a few miles.
Much to the surprise of Mr. and
The Roving Reporter admitted his
sampler work done 115 years ago by tremely cold wiuter of several years
a steel plate on the top of the head of considerable ascent a large service j
supply of pencils was exhausted and Mrs. Perry, thelr chauffeur stopped Mary
wh0 was only 13 years of ago.
to cover a scalp wound; had several station, where was exhibited the fly
Survivals of the fittest were the
bullets still in his body, was the ing horse sign was seen. Here we got his pal and driver, Mr. Gonia. left' r0( a; a residence but at the Sears- age. Her parents. Zaccheus and
the car to procure a new supply mQnt Qrange hgU which had
orchards
of Raymond E Thurston |
Mary
(Parker)
Reed,
must
have
father of seven children, was a G- filled up. (The tank, of course) with
It remains a mystery why he didn't !
,
and Frank O. Creighton, the former
man and had 500 men under him. gas and oil and the tires tested and get out himself. There was no time brU,lap,1>’ Ughted and decorated been real proud of this lassie.
yielding this year some fine North- ’
• • • •
Some great man. eh! He warned us so felt amply fitted to climb the in our whole long trip that found the *lth flowers Jables were, prepared
ern Spys. while the latter did equally
to be careful not to say anything j steeps before us. And sure it was a writer unable to leave the car. He for 8 Iarg* banquet and in this
The 4-H Winners
well with McIntosh Reds. The own
detrimental about "John
Bull." j thrilling ride sometimes along side said he visited a spring during his '5e,tlng' with 8 stringed orchestra of
One hundred and thirty 4-H Club
ers sprayed carefully and had a good
When he said that I had a notion to' mountain streams and by placid, trip to Niagara that was suitable to
TenT T,*
“Lu,°' -op. marred tn a few piaces by scab,
tell him the story when Henry Ward ' lakes. Sooner than expected the drink and also inflammable. But he Mr» Per2
by 8 com- their .arm skill. Following are those |
appJes
-n
1 Some Delicious apples are
Beecher was on a lecture tour , signs read: "Franconia Notch." The
!
who
won
prizes:
said he didn't partake of it. so we P ’ .
pn loved following the W«° won prizes
j Northern Knox, but not many. The i
through England soon after the Civil 1 car was parked among many other
enjoyed
are left to guess why Mr. Oonia was ! Dancing was
irand
marchfollowing
t*>ir • ed the
”’7n 0P€ few orchardists in that region make
War: In a certain place they heck-tourist cars whose owners were taking obliged ao look after his pencil ’ “pper ‘he grand march be nr .ed b> ,st; William True. Hope. 2nd; Royce!
ralsl
f
apples.
led him Beecher, one man in the au- observations of the "Old Man of the
I the couple who were merrily round-, Wright. Hope. 2nd; Elroy Beverage.'a °
“ ra“ * “ y
•
PE-15. (..a
°
, ..
. .. .
'and those who were on high ground
dience shouting: "You said you could Mountain."
W R Walter
ng °Ut 8 half-century °" ’edded life Hope. 2nd; Earl Norwood. Union, j
ere on the lucky side of the fence.
As a
-Ia- Or.asubdue the South in three months,
....
As
a ponrludina
concluding eesture
gesture a
a lovelv
lovely 2nd; Vernard Merrifield. tt
Union.
2nd; (■ w
North Waldoboro, Sept. 27.
why didn't you do it?" Mr. Beecher.
Following a sub-passage beneath
overstuffed chair was presented the Edward Young. Pleasantville, 3rd; : The delayed planting and the dry
August cut some monkey-shines with
always quick for an answer, replied: the road, we were soon comfortably
II have follow Mr Walters ac- Pern’s by J. D. Pease in behalf of and william Young. Pleasantville,
the sweet corn crop but there was a
“We could had they been Eng- seated beside Profile lake, over which count with vast interest, using the 'he Hilltop Club of North Hope and 3rd.
lishmen."
; the "Old Man" presided. Many other editorial pencil ’'ery sparingly. I other friends and relatives in Sears-( Canning: Senior—Clara Brownell, fairly good yield, and the Monmouth
Canning Co. kept a good crew on:
• • • •
interesting features in Franconia have partially forgiven him for not | mont and Belfast.
Hope, 1st; Frances Rhodes. Union.
deck to handle it. White corn, alone
The veracity of the man was veri- Notch were witnessed as we sped following more closely the routes
The affair was under the manage- 2nd: Dorothy Beverage. Hope. 2nd;
fled when he told us it was exactly along. After passing through the which he asked me to outline, but ment of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose of Mary Herrick, Hope. 2nd; Ina An- is raised for canning purposes in that
297 miles from there to Montreal, above Notch we deviated from the the deviations which he made were Searsmont. aided by many eager derson. Thomaston. 3rd; and Helen region.
There was a light crop of potatoes.
The speedometer registered that on outlined course aT.d rode up to the over routes which I have previously Wends
Johnson. Thomaston. 3rd. Junior—
arrival at that city. But we haven't base of Mt. Washington, a distance covered and which I know he must
Mr. and Mrs. Perry were married Dorothy Keller West Rockport 1st; ' .
P .
"
8
got there yet. There were several of five miles. We parked there to have greatly enjoved. It is not quite Sept. 24 1887 in Appleton and have Ru,n Norwood. Union, 2nd; Thelma 'hat*®re"ot bad en°ugb the prlce
*
accidents on the route. One nice car! observe the operation of the moun- clear to me why he did not show since lived at Willow Brook, with the 1 inscott, Washington 2nd; Mabel dr°PP®d
lay on its side in the gutter. An- tain railway, then resumed the jour, more enthusiasm over the "Old Man exception of five years when they Robbins. Liberty 3rd; and Mildred
farmer who llkes t0
, h* ls g01”g t0 get 8 dollar U
other man had upset his load of to- ney. the next lap taking us through of the Mountains." which I consider kePt ‘he general store in North Ap- Grinnell. Liberty. 3rd Young Farmer
matoes. But the next one we saw was ! Crawford's Notch. One pause was even more spectacular than Niagara Plfton They have two children. L -Marlon Hobbs Hope. 1st.
"®‘ tOd happy.
ch‘ef raJ 0f aun’
a bad one. We were obliged to pause made in this Notch to drink of the Falls. As to those pencils I will ex- H perry of Owl's Head and Mrs. R
chick Raising: Senlor-Ina
An- ,
Ufound
,hefact 0,81
for a while as the road was blocked clear waters of a cascade, tumbling plain my seeming dereliction and L Coose of Searsmont: six grandderSon Thomaston. 1st. Junior- U n° rOtt0speak of'the same dry
by cars and people. When we could ’ down over white granite ledges per- infirmity by saying I did not know children; and four great-grand- Howard Leonard. Union. 1st; and weather which made the potatoes;
small operating against rot.
get r.ear enough to see they were [ haps hundreds of feet.
Gonia was making the purchase. I children.
Eleanor Hunt. Union. 2nd.
Dry- weather also affected the
loading two in the hinder part of an
Reaching the town of Glen. N. H. thought he had spotted some new
Mr. Perry was born in Searsmont
Cooking and Housekeeping: Senior
ambulance, and another sat beside we turned from our course again for kind of wall paper—The Roving his parents Sara and William H —Mary Packard. Friendship, 1st; squash and pumpkin crops. Johnson
the ariter with the blood streaming a 10-mile trip to Redstone to call Reporter.]
Perry having moved to Rockland Edna Ranta. Thomaston. 2nd; Mir- beans, were raised in profusion, and
down his face.
upon Mrs. Abbey McCall, a relative
-----------------when he was very young. They re- (am Greenleaf. Vinalhaven. 2nd; Al- were sold mostly in the vicinity, j
The ride along the shores of Lake we hadn't seen for may years. The
CAPT. RALPH CROCKETT
moved to Hope when he was 12. Mrs (reda Young. East Union. 3rd; Paul- Black & Oay. Inc. had a large acre
Ontario was very fascinating. In one meeting was indeed a very pleasant
------Perry was born tn Deer Isle, daugh- ine Felker. Friendship. 3rd; Clara age of canning beans hereabouts.
The tomato crop was large; plums
place the whitecaps were rolling and happy one.
The recent death of Capt. Ralph ter of George W. and Jennie (Carver) Brownell. Hope. 3rd; Anne Dyer.
down the lake mingling their white
The shades of night were falling H Crockett of Maple street spread Tiffany. She moved to Camden when North Haven. 3rd; Arabelle Millay. .8nd pears scarcewith the blue water . On the shore fast when we arrived at Intervale. much sadness along the broad sec-j three years old and made her home in South Liberty. 3rd; Flossie Jewett, j The Courier-Gazette is indebted for 346 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
some distance out was red—the three N. H And right there on a grassy tion of Maine coastline, where the that community for 18 years, after south Liberty, 3rd: Hope Ames. tbe forego‘n8 resume to Herbert L.
colors reminding us of "Old Glory— plot, surrounded by a high mountain deceased had been so well known which she went to North Hope, her North Haven. 3rd; Ida Wooster Grlnnell. a progressive Union farmer,
red. white and blue. The ride along range our wistful eyes feasted on a ever a long period of years in the present home. Mrs. Perry has made North Haven. 3rd; and Marjorie whose £ervices as secretary of Union
tne canal was also entrancing. We large group of attractive cabins steamboat business and fishing in a wide circle of friends through her Turner No. Whitefield. 3rd. Junior: j Palr 8re wel1 nigh ‘ndlsPensable.
AMERICAS GREATEST INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
paused at one of the locks and saw- However, one was assigned us on the dustry. Deatn came after a year correspondence for The Courier-Oa- aiadys Mitchell, Union. 1st; Doris
Yesterdays' Award,
one large ship go up. another down. extreme end of the circle, facilities of steadily failing health, due to an zette She is also well known by rea- Pelker Friendship. 2nd: Estelle Bev- '
, J,
Many ships were seen going up and of which was all that could be re incurable disease.
son of her connection with the Wil- erage. Hope. 2nd; Norma Fossett. tt.ere
P 8 contests
down the waterway, and the bridges quired. But the surprise came when
Capt. Ralph H. Crockett was born low Biook Gardens.
Union. 2nd: John Lucas. Union, 2nd;
Yearling steers- First R.inh PrJtt
swinging to one side to let them pass. in the office to pay and register— ln Soutn Thomaston 70 years ago.
Always an active member of Hope D^thy Ke!1er. West Rockport. 2nd; ' of Liberty- second
t
Some of the "Thousand Isles" were we had fallen in with home people son of the late Capt. Oscar. A, Orange Mr, Perry has served It Thelma Brownell. Hope. 2nd; Senja °f xSn tHrd
visible as we sped along. The traffic Mrs. Castner. the proprietress, was Crockett, well known steamboat ably as lecturer and was also chair- Mieskolanien. Union. 2nd; Anna Hart. Of ^maris^otta
Simmons
was so dense in some of the larger iong a resident of Damariscotta. commander and owner, who tstab- man of the Farm Bureau as long as hoop 2nd- PhviHs Rtevpns Pru>nrf
zna, nnynis Stevens. Friend- Two-year-old steers: First. Allen
places with a mixture of horses, bi She was the wife of Herman Castner lished the Blue Hili line. His mother | her health permitted. For nearly 50 nope
ship, 2nd; Ruth Norwood
Now that it’s growing colder, a heavier jacket is the
years
she
has
contributed
support
tn
2nd;
Norwood. Union.^nd; Xu” of
S*C°nd' Sam Trl“’
cycles and cars that it was .‘ome- who has passed on. Mr. Castner was was the late Eliza M. Calm
thing
to put on. We've got a large supply of the very
times difficult to steer clear.
a cousin to the late Anthony Castner
Capt. Ralph began his steamboat- the activities of the Appleton Re- verna Norwood Union 2nd- Joan a *’ t* Dresden; third, Richard Linbest
garments
at extremely low prices. Keep warm
of Waldoboro. Mrs. Castner is a ing career on the deck of the old bekahs and has held many public 3aum fioulh Thomaston. 2nd; Grace ^Buiix.
in
Ayer
’
s
Jackets.
Montreal was reached in the eady ctusin to the Sanborn sisters and the Henry Morrison, and had his master's offlces
Beverage North Haven 2nd- Hazel
«
Henry Cunningham of
Mr Perry has been affiliated with Day. Union. 3rd; Shiriey Harriman. Seton- Zh"'JT” °f
evening. This was our turning point late Drs. True and J. Warren San- papers while still a young man. He
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS—Navy
........ .......... ....... ..... ......... $2.98
ige of Odd Fellows for over 50 sjmonton.
3rd;
Barbara
Allen.! Xh
"
for heme. We had planned to camp bom of Waldobeiro. And no doubt commanded the steamers Catherine I ‘he lodge
of
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS—Fancy .....................................
$2.88
rear the city and take observations Mrs Maude Clark Gay remembers Juliette and Rockland of the Blue 5'ears and is also enrolled in Hope Friendship 3rd; Dorothy Johnson, t A i,
BOYS' MACKINAWS ............................................................ $4.98, $6.00
*ardS
pulling for calves. with
the next day. but the black smoke her as a classmate at Lincoln Hill Line, running bteween Rock- Orange Until a year ago when he Thomaston 3rd- Bertha Pease Hope
BOYS' SWEAT SHIRTS WITH HOODS ... -...............
$2.25, $2.50
boys
under
15
as drivers were: First.
BOYS’ CORDCROY KNICKERS
............. . ....... $1.50, $1.98, $2.98
from the tall chimneys, falling iu Academy.
retired,
he
operated
a
farm
delivery
3rd;
Barbara
Barrett.
Hope.
3rd;
’
land and Ellsworth Later he came
BOYS’ SCHOOL KNICKERS .................................. $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
Charles Hewell of Appleton- second
clouds was so repulsive none of us
ashore and had charge ot the Rock- route with marked success.
BOYS’ LONGIES ................ ....................................... $1.98, $3.00. $3.75
Marjorie Wiggin. South Thomaston Lawrence Cunningham of Jefferson
cared to remain near. Pittsburg, is
The mountain scenery had not, land office, retiring altogether about
3rd:
Annis Simonton.
.QimAntnn 3rd;
QrH •
’
BOYS’ SWEATERS
... . ......................................
$1.00, S1A0, $1.98
3rd; FrmA
Erma Annis.
third,
Elmer
Jones
of
Washington.
called the “smoky city" but when we vanished, not even when the line be- 1905 when the line was merged into I
MEN’S RED AND BLACK HINTING COATS
$10.00, $12.50
Sylvia Heald. West Rockport. 3rd:
Hope Grange won first prize for
visited that city last autumn, we saw tween New Hampshire and Maine the Eastern Steamship Co.
MEN S MACKINAWS
...............................
$g.oo. $7.50
Eleanor Nelson. Thomaston. 3rd; Orange exhibits and the second
MEN’S ZIPPER JACKETS
.................................. $3.75 to $6.75
no volume of smoke to compui? to w-as crossed near Upton, Me. There
For several yeras he managed the
Hazel Young. East Union. 3rd; Mad
MEN'S HUNTING PANTS—Red and Black
$5.00
that of Montreal. Of course other was still a panorama of hills and j lobster department for Thorndike & |
award went to Seven Tree Grange of
elyn Howe. Union. 3rd; Jeannette Union.
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL PANTS ..... .......................... $2.98, $3.50, $4.50
parts are more attractive. The Vic dales rivers and rivulets—all ro Hix. after which he was in business |
MEN’S WORK PANTS ..................................................... $1.50, $1.98
Euzzell. Simonton. 3rd; Edrie Young,
In the farm exhibit display the
toria bridge was sought and after mantic enough to enrapture any for himself buying lobsters and I
MEN'S HEAVY SWEATERS
$1.98, $2.98, $5.90
East Union. 3rd; Althea Watson,
some inquiries and
meandering esthetic soul, especially at this sea smoking haddies. This he continued
awards were: First. Rockland City
Union. 3rd; Audrey Grassow, Hope,
We’d he delighted to show goods even if you don't care to purchase.
Farm; second. Frank Calderwood of
through the streets, the entrance was son of the year when all nature takes until ill health prevented.
3rd; Erma Mank. Hope. 3rd; Evelyn
Come in!
Union;
third.
Mrs.
A.
L.
Start
of
found and the St. Lawrence river, on its most beautiful aspect. So on
Capt. Crockett was a member of
King. Hope, 3rd; Pauline King.
Union; fourth. E. H. Calderwood of
wide at this point, was safely we sped down through Livermore the South Thomaston lodge of Ma
Union 3rd; Constance Ross. Owl's Union.
crossed.
Falls. East Livermore. Wayne. Win sons. He received his education in
Head. 3rd; Irene Doe. Friendship,
Speaking of Victoria, one of the throp. Augusta—all familiar to most the schools of Ash Point supplement
3id; Dorothy Baum, South Thomas
best rulers England ever had, re everyone in this section.
ing it with a business education at
CUSHING
ton. 3rd. Young Farmer—Dorothy
minds me of an episode told in her
North Waldoboro was reached be the Rockland Commercial College.
Morton. East Union, 1st.
life One of her maids had a little fore night had set in; the first land He was an avid reader, losing no op
Dan Cupid has been busy in this
Garden: Senior—Vinal Hardy Hope.
girl the queen thought very much ing being at Ruby Walter Miller's portunity to improve his mind and
‘own the past few weeks and as re
1st; Wilfred Hobbs. Hope. 2nd; Alma
of. One day the queen invited the home, where the mother of seven was in this manner became a man of un
sult several marriages .have taken
Annis. Simonton. 3rd; and Roy Hunt,
child to dine with her. When her greeted by the kids, running in from usual attainments.
Place, among which are: Miss Belle
His generous
Union 3rd. Junior—Charles Hunt,
mother arranged her toilet for the all directions. In a moment the impulses led to deeds for which he
One daughter of Mr. and Mrs An
Union. 1st; Pauline True. Hope. 2nd;
visit naturally she was charged to seven months old babe was nestled will long be remembered bj- the grate
sel ome, to Dr. Fred Cushman of
Philip Wentworth. Hope, 2nd; Ed
be polite to the Queen On her re in her arms. Of course it is the ful recipients. Four square to the
Franklin, at a home wedding; Rob
ward Young Pleasantville. 3rd; and
turn the mother asked "Was you sweetest babe in all the earth. (So winds which blew stood this hardy
ert Ames, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
George Kennedy. Union, 3rd.
polite to the Queen?" The child grandpa thinks).
Ames to Miss Marlon Coombs only
The remaining son of the Maine coast.
Potato: Senior—Roland Luce. Burinnocently answered: “Yes, I was but three sought their own homes. Set
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Capt Crockett belonged to a large
kettville. Ist. Junior—William Young.
she wasn't, she took the chicken in tled down, and the evening meal
Coombs; Miss Gladys Ames, youngest
family, and reared a large family.
Pleasantville. 1st; Jenness Eugley,
her fingers and I pointed my fingers over, the wife struck up and sung:
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames
His surviving relatives are his wife
Hope. 2nd; and Robert Wright,
at her and said: ‘piggy, piggy, "Home again, home again from some (formerly Mary Estella Knowles of
to Woodrow Cushman of Port Clyde,
Hope. 2nd.
piggy'. ’’
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cush
foreign shore " I didn't join, fearing Surry, whose father was a famous
• • • •
to destroy the melody. I felt more whaler); four daughters—Mrs. Ouy
Room Improvement: Senior—Edith man; also Donald Crute, son of Mr.
Night had closed when the end of
Jike the fellow who wrote:
Nicholas.
Mrs.
Marianne
Bullard,
Roberts,
Vinalhaven, 1st; Carolyn and Mrs. Frank Crute and Miss
the bridge was reached. Sept. 15 we "Ive Just got back from New York;
Shirley Prior of Bremen; and it is
Miss Dorothy Crockett and Miss
Dyer, Vinalhaven, 3rd. Junior—Hazel
were again speeding on our w-ay to Went down to look things o'er
Don’t take a chance with your
rumored there are others for whom
Ain’t got as much money as I had when Polly Crockett; two sons—Oscar
Nutt.
West
Rockport
2nd;
and
Evelyn
ward home. The place was Lapraine.
I went.
the
wedding
bells
will
soon
ring.
family
’s health at this time of year.
King. East Union. 1st.
Crockett and Edgar Crockett; three
Quebec, named for the prairie which But I know a whole lot more."
Mrs. Maud Barnes has returned
sisters
—
Mrs.
Nettie
E.
Lindsey.
Mrs.
Sewing:
Senior
—
Frances
Rhodes,
Mrs. Maude Mank and Mrs. Ruby
surrounded us and farther than the
It’s much easier—ami less costly—to
Union, 1st; Rebecca Duncan, Vinal from a visit with relatives in Man
eye could see. Twelve miles of level Walter Miller proved themselves in Jessie Robbins and Mrs. Helen Cof
chester.
N.
H.
While
there
she
visit

he prepared with a bin full of D&II
haven, 2nd; Edith Roberts, Vinal
straight road were ahead of us and every instance to be expert drivers, fey; and one brother— Capt. Louis A.
MODEL F-65
ed the White Mountains, that are now
Crockett.
ven,
2nd;
Arlene
Nelson,
Thomas

Anthracite
than to he caught with a
keen
and
quick
in
their
perception
•
TUBIS
3
BANDS
every foot of “ was enjoyed. After
Rev. j. Charles MacDonald offiton. 2nd; Virginia Carr, Camden, resplendent in autumn foliage and
motoring through a lovely country of danger. Oft-times danger was
You'll onioy (he greater) treat of
cold, damp house. Order D&H Cone2nd; Dorothy Young, Warren, 2nd; delightful to behold.
vour life, when you listen to this
for 40 or 50 miles we were suddenly very Imminent, especially when ! r‘a‘ed a‘ ‘be funeral services, which
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Westlund
of
Woodnew
G-E
Tone
Monitor
Radio
end^
Edna
Young.
Camden,
2nd;
Harleth
Cleaned Anthracite—BIGHT NOW.
checked by a government official, traffic consisted of horse teams by were largely attended. The bearers
hear something you've never heard
Hobbs, Hope. 2nd; Ariel Danforth, bridge, conn., are at the Street farm
demanding our ticket. Satisfied with cycles and cars mingled with pedes were the two sons. Oscar and Edgar
It
is the logical method of being
before with any radio—absolutely
Union, 2nd; Alice Layr. East Union, for a few days.
our credentials he allowed us to trians, which occurred several times Crockett; and two nephews. FreO
faithful
reproduction
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Stewart
and
ready for sudden weather changes.
3rd; Nina Start, Camden, 3rd; Eliz
of
every orchestral CC4 QC
pass over the line where Uncle in Canada. The girls took turns at and Arthur Lindsey. The burial was
instrument.................... d'DH.Uj
abeth Hopkins. Vinalhaven. 3rd; Car sons Clayton and Allen, Douglas
Sam’s officials greeted us cordially. the wheel changing every 100 miles. at Ash Point.
-r- 1
olyn Dyer, Vinalhaven, 3rd; Miriam Crute and others attended the Union
After taking our pedigree they bid The whole mileage covered was 1778.
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
1 •£’1
fair
yesterday.
Greenleaf, Vinalhaven, 3rd; and Ina
NOT ALL DEAD YET
•' -44. .
us await the pleasure of the customs My part was to watch the speed
• EASIEST TERMS
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer have been
Anderson, Thomaston. 3rd. JuniorCostume jewelry is the latest con
effleer. Soon a man looked in at ometer lest the indicator might crawl
Nathalie Fossett, Union, 1st; Dorothy in Bremen where Mr. Geyer had em
tribution to canine elegance says a
the window of the car and bade us up too near the top.
Simmons,
Warren. 2nd; Marie Win ployment and Mrs- Geyer visited
Of
course
it
was
to
be
expected
from
Paris
'
France
despatch.
Necklace
"go on.’ The crossing, we learned,
chenbaugh,
Friendship, 2nd; Eleanor her sister Mrs. Clifford Shuman
Mrs.
Miller
to
care
for
her
parents.
and
bracelet
sets
for
poodles,
conHouse-Sherman,
Inc.
was nearest St. Ormond, Quebec.
Leighton,
Camden,
2nd; Edith Shel and Mr. Shuman.
but
we
should
dislike
to
close
this
sis
‘
of
g°
‘
d
chain
collars,
useful
to
Toward night of the same day an at
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
The Helpful Club is to have a pic- 519 MAIN STREET,
don,
Camden,
2nd;
Pauline Libby,
rambling
story
without
giving
Mrs.
bold
a
leash,
and
gold
chain
anklets,
tractive group of cabins on a no less
Camden,
2nd;
Agnes
Day,
Union,
i
nic
Sa
‘
ur
daw
at
G.
A.
Robbins
’
Shore.
__ ____
attractive site
was located. We were Maude Mank the credit of equally as Purely decorative. Both fasten with
2nd; Phyllis Lucas, Union 2nd; Eve-1 Miss Ethel Browne is on a business
given" a cordialgreeting by an at-| active and anxious to make our trip key and padlock of the same
THE SM, FUEL FOR
COMFORT
lyn King, East Union, 2nd; Barbara trlp to Framingham, Mass.
tractive ladyand
aoon found our a happy one as was Mrs Miller, and Precious metal.

WOMEN’S

W. R. Walter Of North Waldoboro Gives His
Version Of “The Greatest Cataract”
ii

$245 & $3°°

GDBflRDinES
$197
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WILLIS AYER

is right on Your doorstep
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TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

